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Current threats to biodiversity are driving a research focus on understanding how
environmental changes influence patterns of biodiversity at global and continental scales,
deemphasizing research done at regional scales. I examined the role of environmental gradients
in driving diversity patterns in the Greater Cape Floristic Region (GCFR) of South Africa, a
biodiversity hotspot, renowned for its floristic diversity and high endemism levels.
The plant genus Pelargonium is centered in the winter-rainfall region of the GCFR, and
varies considerably in morphology and growth form: remarkably, leaf size varies over 15000fold across species. Pelargonium comprises 6 well-supported subclades that have diversified
within the last 30 Ma. This diversity is arrayed along steep environmental gradients of
temperature and amount and seasonality of rainfall.
Chapter 1 examined trait-trait and trait-environment associations across ~120
Pelargonium species. Bayesian phylogenetic mixed-effects models revealed strong associations
between climate and functional traits: height, leaf area, leaf mass per area (LMA), and leaf
nitrogen content. Relationships between environments and these traits were subclade-dependent,
i.e., subclades differed significantly in the signs of their trait-environment associations.

Timothy Eoin Moore – University of Connecticut, 2018

Chapter 2 explored how environmental gradients shape trait variation within the
widespread species, Pelargonium scabrum. A Bayesian multiple-response multiple-regression
model showed that P. scabrum leaves tended to decrease in size, effective leaf width and LMA
with increasing winter minimum temperatures, suggestive of local adaptation. Trait-environment
associations were influenced by rainfall seasonality, and by changing covariation between
environmental variables across the range.
Chapter 3 evaluated niche breadth-range size relationships in Pelargonium. I generated
Bayesian models that simulated random environments and preserved the spatial structure of the
original temperature and precipitation climate layers. Observed niche breadth-range size
relationships were no stronger than expected based on 999 random temperature and precipitation
variables. Spatial autocorrelation reduces estimates of niche breadth, positively biasing estimates
of niche breadth-range size relationships.
Overall, I demonstrate that evolutionary history matters for trait-environment associations
at regional scales, and that local adaptation is mediated by the covariation among climate
variables, and I show that spatial autocorrelation leads to a bias in estimates of niche breadthrange size relationships, and needs to be considered before inferring any causal relationship.
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CHAPTER 1:
Divergent trait and environment relationships among parallel radiations in Pelargonium
(Geraniaceae): a role for evolutionary legacy?
ABSTRACT
Functional traits in closely related lineages are expected to vary similarly along common
environmental gradients due to shared evolutionary and biogeographic history, or legacy effects,
and due to biophysical tradeoffs in construction. I test these predictions in Pelargonium, a
relatively recent evolutionary radiation.
Bayesian phylogenetic mixed effects models assessed, at the subclade level, associations
between plant height, leaf area, leaf nitrogen content and leaf mass per area (LMA), and five
environmental variables capturing temperature and rainfall gradients across the Greater Cape
Floristic Region of South Africa. Trait-trait integration was assessed via pairwise-correlations
within subclades.
Of 20 trait-environment associations, 17 differed among subclades. Signs of regression
coefficients diverged for height, leaf area and leaf nitrogen content, but not for LMA. Subclades
also differed in trait-trait relationships and these differences were modulated by rainfall
seasonality. Leave-one-out cross-validation revealed that whether trait variation was better
predicted by environmental predictors or trait-trait integration depended on the clade and trait in
question.
Legacy signals in trait-environment and trait-trait relationships were apparently lost
during the earliest diversification of Pelargonium, but then retained during subsequent subclade
evolution. Overall, I demonstrate that global-scale patterns are poor predictors of patterns of trait
variation at finer geographic and taxonomic scales.
1

INTRODUCTION
Species' distributions, community assemblages, and trait variation may be determined in part by
evolutionary and biogeographic history on plant functional traits, i.e. “legacy effects” that
‘underlie the form, function, and distribution of the modern flora’ (Cavender-Bares, et al., 2016).
Such effects reflect the biogeographic origin of a lineage, and structure variation in present-day
trait values, correlations among them and correlations among traits and their environment. Oaks,
for example, radiated rapidly across North America approximately 35 Ma, due in part to their
ability to exploit increasingly cooler and drier climates facilitated by previously evolved
deciduousness and leaf abscission in response to stress in seasonal environments (Hipp et al.,
2014; Cavender-Bares, 2016). Because legacy effects can arise via phylogenetic niche or trait
conservatism, they are also likely to influence how species and lineages respond to future
climates (Cavender-Bares et al., 2016). Yet, despite the potential implications for modelling and
managing species responses to global change, legacy effects have been delimited in relatively
few plant lineages.
Evolutionary radiations are often sources of incredible morphological diversity arrayed
across steep environmental gradients, and thus provide excellent natural experiments for
detecting legacy effects on trait-trait (TT) and trait-environment (TE) associations (e.g., Schluter,
2000; Mitchell et al., 2015). Diversification of lineages within such radiations may follow
parallel paths in response to similar selective environments because they share similar
developmental and genetic systems (Losos, 2010), perhaps explaining why physiological
responses to environment are often highly conserved (e.g. Ackerly, 2003; Rueda et al., 2017; but
see also Prunier et al., 2012). Closely related lineages occurring across the same environmental
gradients also might be expected to show similar TT and TE relationships because certain TT
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interactions are limited by fundamental, biophysical tradeoffs underlying plant construction that
are presumed independent of taxonomy (e.g., the worldwide leaf economic spectrum [LES;
Reich et al., 1999, Wright et al., 2004], and the global spectrum of whole plant function [Díaz et
al., 2016; Shipley et al., 2016]). However, extrapolating from large, global data sets to regional
or limited taxonomic scales has conflicting empirical support (e.g., matching global patterns Blonder et al., 2015; not matching global patterns - Edwards et al., 2014; Mason & Donovan,
2015; Muir et al., 2017). With respect to TE relationships, the extensive environmental gradients
assessed in global-scale studies generally do not occur at regional scales (Messier et al., 2016).
Strong associations between individual traits and environment at regional scales have been
detected across different lineages (e.g. Ackerly & Reich 1999; Cavender-Bares et al., 2004;
Edwards, 2006; Dunbar-Co et al., 2009; Carlson et al., 2011; Milla & Reich, 2007; Mason &
Donovan, 2015), but not all of these relationships support global patterns; i.e., the strengths and
directions of these relationships at regional scales can be taxon-specific.
The flora of the Greater Cape Floristic Region (GCFR) of South Africa presents an
outstanding opportunity to ask whether legacy effects can be detected in functional trait values in
regional floras that are subject to strong environmental gradients. These gradients have resulted
in recognition of a number of biomes in the GCFR (Mucina & Rutherford, 2006). Most
prominent are the Fynbos and Succulent Karoo Biomes, which are distinguished by a strong N –
S gradient in mean annual rainfall, and an E – W gradient in rainfall seasonality. The
charismatic, largely endemic flora of GCFR in this global biodiversity hotspot (Myers et al.,
2000; Born et al., 2007) comprises species diversity that parallels some tropical regions
(Goldblatt, 1997), yet when compared to tropical regions (e.g., Chave et al., 2006; Choat et al.,
2007; Wright et al., 2007; Messier et al., 2010), patterns of trait variation in response to
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environmental gradients have been investigated in only a handful of lineages (e.g.,
Leucadendron - Thuiller et al., 2004; Protea - Carlson et al., 2011; Prunier et al., 2012; Mitchell
et al., 2015; Pelargonium - Jones et al., 2013).
About 50% of the species diversity in the GCFR results from dramatic radiations in 30
lineages (Linder, 2003). One of these radiations occurred in the genus Pelargonium L´ Herít.
(Geraniaceae), whose crown group age is estimated at c. 30 Million years (Fig.1; Bakker et al.,
1999; Bakker et al., 2005). Pelargonium is a compelling group for examining the role of
functional traits in relation to environment because its five well-supported subclades (Bakker et
al., 1999; Jones et al., 2009; Röschenbleck et al., 2014) have radiated independently throughout
the GFCR over the last 20 Ma (Fig. 1). Current distributions of subclades overlap to the extent
that local sites often have species from more than one subclade. Subclades tend to be dominated
by a single growth form, ranging from shrubs to geophytes, but each subclade (except one) has at
least one species and often more that are characterized by different growth forms. Across the
genus, variation in leaf size and shape (Jones et al., 2009) as well as in other functional leaf traits
is considerable (Figs. 2 and S1). For example, Pelargonium displays a large proportion (for a
single genus) of the range in LMA (10 to 64 g.m-2) observed in the GLOPNET LES data (14 to
1500 g.m-2; Wright et al., 2004).
A strong legacy effect in Pelargonium would predict that subclades would exhibit
parallel patterns of integration among traits driven by similar responses to environment, due to
shared ancestry and biophysical constraints. A previous study (Jones et al., 2013) detected cladelevel differences in leaf trait integration across Pelargonium subclades. Here I have expanded
species sampling to explicitly test whether trait variation and patterns of integration within each
subclade respond to environmental variation in similar ways. My null hypothesis, therefore, is
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that subclades within Pelargonium will show similar patterns of trait covariation (TT
relationships) and trait-environment association (TE relationships). Specifically I ask: (1) do I
detect TE associations at the level of subclades? (2) if so, are they consistent across subclades
and do they follow the responses predicted by global studies? (3) do I find evidence for subclade
specific-patterns of TT interactions? Finally, I assess the relative roles of trait interactions vs.
environmental variation in driving individual trait variation in Pelargonium, and whether these
roles differ among subclades.

METHODS
Taxon Sampling
Trait data from Pelargonium were collected from species from the Greater Cape Floristic
Region of South Africa and nearby regions between 2011 and 2014 (Fig. 1). All collections took
place over Austral winter and spring, between June and September. Collection sites for
Pelargonium were identified from historical collection records found in curatorial databases,
including PRECIS (South African National Biodiversity Institute) and the Bolus herbarium
(BOL, University of Cape Town). Additional Pelargonium Section Hoarea records were
obtained from Marais (1994). Taxon sampling includes roughly half of all Pelargonium species,
and a large proportion of species for all major subclades. In all, 122 Pelargonium species were
sampled in c.180 site-by-species combinations, for a total of c. 1900 individual plants processed.
21 species were sampled multiple times (up to 14 populations). Species with higher numbers of
populations sampled tend to have larger distributions, thus my results are not driven by
oversampling of any one individual species. A list of all species and population locations
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sampled has been deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository. Voucher specimens were deposited
at the George Safford Torrey Herbarium (CONN, University of Connecticut).

Trait measurements and predicted associations with environment
To capture individual-level variation, I measured four traits (Table 1) on eight individuals
per species per site for c. 80% of species; when populations consisted of fewer than eight
individuals, one leaf was taken from each available individual. The functional significance of
these traits, and their predicted associations with climate are described in Table 1. Height of the
canopy was measured on individuals in situ, and one recently expanded, exposed leaf was
collected from the same individual for leaf trait measurements, and stored in a hydrated plastic
bag in a dark cooler until measurement later that day. Fresh leaf area (LA) was based on
flattened leaves scanned using a CanoScan LiDE 210 (Canon, USA); area was calculated with
the imaging software ImageJ (Rasband 2007-2012) or with Photoshop v. CS5 (Adobe Systems
Inc.). Leaves were subsequently dried for dry mass determination. Leaf Nitrogen content (N mass)
was measured via mass spectrometry in the Archeology Department, University of Cape Town,
with dried leaves ground and combusted in a Thermo Flash EA 1112 series elemental analyzer.

Environmental data
I chose five environmental variables that capture the major climatic gradients across
South Africa (Fig. 1, Table 2). Mean annual precipitation (MAP) and mean annual temperature
(MAT) were measured allowing Pelargonium patterns to be compared directly to global studies
using these measures. I focused on two rainfall gradients that have had a significant influence on
the ecology and evolution of the flora of South Africa and are associated with turnover of the
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major biome types found in the region (Mucina & Rutherford, 2006). First, a gradient in the
amount of rainfall runs north to south along the western coast of South Africa, encompassing wet
Mediterranean shrubland in the south and arid desert in north-western South Africa and southwestern Namibia. This gradient is largely captured by MAP across the study sites. Second, a
gradient in seasonality of rainfall occurs as one moves from the west, which receives winter
rainfall (hence the dominance of the Mediterranean-type Fynbos in this region), eastward
through a transition zone into all year rainfall, to thicket and grassland biomes further east that
receive predominantly summer rain (Fig 1). The third variable (Pseas) captures rainfall
seasonality, calculated as the proportion of total rain that falls in the winter months (Jun, Jul,
Aug). The fourth climate variable (P-PET) is a measure of summer (Dec, Jan, Feb) water
availability, calculated as the difference between summer precipitation and potential
evapotranspiration; if potential evapotranspiration is greater than actual precipitation, the water
deficit leads to soil drying (Klein et al., 2015). The final climate variable, the coefficient of
variation of spring (Sep, Oct, Nov) rainfall (CV spr), captures variation in water availability at the
end of the growing season in the winter rainfall region. The importance of this variable lies in its
likely influence on leaf longevity in these mostly drought-deciduous species of Pelargonium. All
climate data for South Africa were obtained from Schulze (2007), a database that includes
interpolated weather station data for the whole of South Africa. I chose to use this database
rather than Worldclim (Hijmans et al., 2005), because the interpolations are based on more
weather stations located in South Africa (Wilson & Silander, 2014).
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Phylogenetic data
To construct statistical models I required covariance matrices describing shared ancestry
between every pair of species included in each analysis. I obtained a plastome-based genus-wide
phylogeny (74 plastome markers) for Pelargonium from van de Kerke et al. (unpublished). This
phylogeny contained 120 species and was generated using RAxML (Stamatakis, 2014). Where
necessary, I added taxa for which I had sampled traits that were not included in the phylogeny to
the base of the subclade containing the majority of the species from that section (see sections in
Bakker et al., 2004). Species were added using the ‘add.tip’ function in the R package ape v.3.08 (Paradis et al., 2004). Trees for each subclade were ultrametricized using the ‘chronos’
function in ape v.3.0-8, using a correlated model of substitution rate variation and λ set to 0.1.
Finally, trees were pruned to only include taxa for which I had trait data. Due to the lack of
phylogenetic resolution and low number of Hoarea species included in the van de Kerke et al.
phylogeny, I was unable to confidently add taxa to this subclade. As a result, I ran these models
without a phylogenetic random effect, i.e., treating all species as equally related.

Statistical analyses
One of the primary aims of my analysis is to evaluate whether subclades show
differences in the significance and direction (sign) of their trait-environment associations. Such
differences can be evaluated by estimating regression coefficients from multiple response
models. I chose to do this in a Bayesian framework because I can estimate uncertainty of the
coefficients (based on credible intervals), and because Bayesian analyses are robust to multiple
comparisons (Dienes, 2011; Gelman et al., 2012; Gelman et al., 2013).
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To compare trait-environment relationships among subclades of Pelargonium, I
conducted separate subclade-level analyses, also treating one section of Pelargonium (section
Hoarea) as a subclade (and, for simplicity, also referring to the remaining species in A2 as a
“subclade”; Fig. 1). Section Hoarea in subclade A2 is a large, monophyletic species-rich (c.70
species) group that appears to have diversified quite recently and at a much faster rate than any
other section in Pelargonium (Bakker et al., 2005). It consists entirely of small, low growing
geophytes, and I wished to evaluate whether the diversification of this group is associated with
different trait-environment associations than the rest of the genus.
Phylogenetic mixed effects models were built separately for each subclade using the
‘brm’ function in the brms package (Bürkner, 2017), which implements fully Bayesian models in
Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017; Stan Development Team, 2017). This approach allows species to
have varying intercepts, while accounting for their non-independence due to phylogenetic
structure within subclades. Four models were run, one for each trait, for each subclade (including
Section Hoarea). Fixed effects included all 5 environmental variables. A phylogenetic random
effect was also included, where the covariance among species was modeled according to the
supplied species-level phylogenetic hypothesis. I specified informative, normally-distributed
priors (location = 0, and scale = 1) on all fixed effects and intercepts.
Models were run using 2 NUTS sampling chains for 5000 iterations, with the first 2500
iterations discarded as “warm-up”. To ensure effective mixing of the chains, I set adapt_delta to
0.999. Convergence between chains was checked by evaluating Rhat, where Rhat less than 1.01
indicates satisfactory convergence (Gelman & Rubin, 1992). Significant trait-environment
associations are identified when the 95% credible intervals of the regression coefficients (Beta
values) do not overlap zero. To evaluate whether subclades show differences in the significance
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of their trait-environment responses, I used the method of posterior comparison proposed by
Holsinger and Wallace (2004). These comparisons test whether the 95% credible intervals of two
posterior distributions overlap with each other. All models were run with the trait data logtransformed and subsequently centered and scaled.
Next, I wanted to test the null hypothesis that subclades display consistent patterns of
trait integration (TT associations). I evaluated pairwise trait-trait relationships using Pearson’s
product moment correlation coefficients as my measure of the degree of linear dependence
between each pair of log-transformed traits. I further examined the effect of rainfall seasonality
on these relationships, as it has been shown to affect leaf trait values (Lamont et al., 2002) and
may be particularly important in deciduous species (Edwards et al., 2014). To accomplish this, I
divided the data into individuals sampled from predominantly winter rainfall sites, i.e. greater
than 40% of rainfall occurs in winter months, vs. those from sites where less than 40% rainfall is
in winter. This threshold was chosen, as it represents a major break in the distributions of the
sampled species (Fig. S2, and see Bradshaw & Cowling, 2014). The sole sampling site for
subclade B that occurred in the winter rainfall region (Fig. S2) was omitted. I then reevaluated
the Pearson’s correlations for both groups of individuals, allowing comparison of levels of trait
integration between winter rainfall and summer/all year rainfall sites.
Finally, I wanted to examine whether individual trait variation at the subclade level is
best predicted by other traits, suggesting strong trait-trait associations, or by the environmental
models I had produced. I generated two models for each trait: an environment model, and a
linear model with traits as predictor variables, following the same modeling procedure (e.g. for
LMA I produced the model LMA ~ Height + LA + Nmass, as well as the same random species
effect with phylogeny). I compared models for predictive accuracy using leave-one-out cross-
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validation (LOO-CV), implemented by loo (Vehtari, et al., 2017). LOO-CV estimates prediction
accuracy from a fitted Bayesian model using the log-likelihood evaluated at points simulated
from the posterior distribution of parameter values (Vehtari et al., 2017). Models are compared
by estimating the difference in their expected predictive accuracy (the difference in their
expected log predicted density, elpd), and generating a LOO information criterion, LOOIC.
LOOIC is similar to AIC (Akaike, 1973), but takes priors into account and makes no
assumptions about the shape of the posterior distribution (Vehtari et al., 2017). Models with
lower LOOIC values are expected to have higher predictive accuracy. Model preference was
considered equivocal if ΔLOOIC ± 2*SE (twice the standard error) of the difference overlapped
zero. All statistical analyses were conducted in R v. 3.4.0 (R Core Team, 2017).

Note on missing data and sampling
Due to missing data, not all trait-environment and trait-trait analyses were evaluated on
the same number of individuals. In particular, I have much poorer sampling of Nmass (missing for
50% of the samples) compared to other traits. In order to evaluate whether observed differences
in relationships were influenced by 'missingness', I considered the missing Nmass data a nonrandom subset of the data and reran all trait-environment and trait-trait associations for Height,
LMA and leaf area based only on individuals for which I had Nmass data. Overall, only one traitenvironment relationship (1/90) showed a significant difference (based on posterior comparison)
between the model run on the full dataset and the subset data. This was for LA vs P seas for
subclade A1, where the full model has a smaller estimated regression coefficient (both are
negative). No trait-trait relationships showed differences. In addition, the data do not appear to
suffer from biases due to subclades representing non-random subsets of either trait or
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environmental space (Figs. S1 & S2). In order to be able to make meaningful likelihood
comparisons, all LOO-CV comparisons were conducted on a reduced dataset for each subclade,
i.e., all samples with missing data were excluded from these analyses.

RESULTS
Trait-environment associations
I first asked whether I could detect significant TE associations at the subclade level (i.e.
95% credible intervals of regression coefficients do not overlap zero). 18 of the 24 models (6
subclades X 4 traits) show significant TE associations for at least one environmental variable
(Fig. 3, Table S1). These results are similar to those from analyses that did not include
phylogenetic correction (Fig. S3). Clade B shows no significant association between any of its
traits and the five environmental variables I examined, subclade A2 shows no associations for
height, and Hoarea shows no associations for leaf area. Second, I tested the null hypothesis that
all subclades should exhibit the same TE associations. Remarkably, no two subclades show
identical patterns of trait-environment relationships (Fig. 3, Table S2). 17 of 20 possible traitenvironment relationships (4 traits x 5 environmental variables) show discordance among
subclades, i.e., the credible intervals of the regression coefficients for two or more subclades
don’t overlap. Only three TE relationships show no significant differences in regression
coefficients (red-shaded columns in Fig. 3). In addition, subclades show differences in the signs
of their relationships in 7 cases (Fig. 3, blue columns). Three cases of subclades differing in sign
are associated with height (vs P-PET, Pseas and CVspr), two with LA (vs MAP and P-PET) and
two with Nmass (vs Pseas and CVspr). LMA models showed no differences in sign between
subclades. In eight cases, at least one subclade shows a significant TE association that is not
12

detected as significant in an analysis at the whole-genus level, and there are four instances where
subclades show significant TE associations that are in the opposite direction to those seen at the
genus level (Table S3).
The trait with the fewest TE associations is LMA (8 out of 30; 6 subclades x 5
environmental variables). Where I did detect significant associations (for LMA), there is
generally good agreement between subclades. For example, LMA tends to show no association
or declines with increasing MAT, and shows no association or is positively associated with
respect to MAP. Conversely, I detect the most significant trait environment associations for
height (11/30). Subclade C1 shows the highest number of associations between height and
environment (4/5). Contrary to expectations derived from global studies (Table 1), height tends
to show no association or declines with increasing MAT and MAP. Subclades differed in their
responses of height to the other three environmental variables. I detect 9 significant traitenvironment associations for leaf area, where clade A1 shows the only instance of all 5
environmental variables being significant for any trait. Leaf area is unrelated to MAT and CV spr
across all subclades except A1, where it is positively associated with MAT and negatively
associated with CVspr. Subclade leaf areas show no association or are negatively associated
(subclades A1 and C1) with Pseas, and conflicts in sign were detected for MAP and P-PET.
I find 9 significant trait-environment associations for Nmass, although no subclades show a
significant association between Nmass and MAP. Apart from A1 and C1 (both positive) most
subclades show no association between Nmass and MAT, while Nmass generally declines or is
unrelated to increases in P-PET across clades, and clades show significant conflict in their
relationships between Nmass and both Pseas and CVspr.
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Trait integration
My third question tested the null hypothesis that patterns of TT interactions should not
differ across subclades. However, similar to TE associations, patterns of TT integration differ
between subclades not only in the strength, but also in the direction of relationships (Fig. 4a).
Across all sites, for example, the sign of the relationship between height and leaf area differs
between subclades A1 and Hoarea (both positive) and A2 (negative). Likewise, the relationship
between height and Nmass is negative in both subclades B and C2 and positive in subclade C1,
while the relationship between LMA and height is negative in C1 and positive in B and C2.
Overall, subclades A2 and Hoarea show the least amount of trait integration, with only 2 out of 6
trait pairs having correlations greater than r = ± 0.3, while subclades A1, B, C1 and C2 show the
most (4/6). At the whole-genus level, the only TT association that is greater than the threshold (r
> 0.3) is the relationship between LMA and N mass (r = -0.51).
To examine the effect of environment on trait-trait integration, I divided individuals
based on whether they came from sites where most of the rain comes in the winter versus during
the summer or evenly throughout the year (Fig. 4). Subclades show different patterns of
integration depending on seasonality. While usually only the strengths of the relationships
change between environments, the relationships between LMA and leaf area and between height
and leaf area in subclade C2 (Fig. 4a) are exceptions where the sign of the relationship changes
depending on the seasonality of the growth environment. The modulation of TT associations by
environment appears to be weakest in clade A1.
A focal relationship in the LES is the relationship between LMA and N mass. I recover the
expected negative relationship between LMA and Nmass as the most consistent signal of trait
integration seen across the subclades. However, this relationship can weaken or disappear
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depending on environment (subclades A2 and C2). Similarly, LMA is higher in smaller leaves of
subclades A1 and B regardless of environment, but no LMA-leaf area relationship exists in
subclade A2 or Hoarea. In subclade C1, LMA is higher in smaller leaves in the summer/all year
rainfall region, but no relationship exists in the winter rainfall region. Height may be either
positively or negatively related to leaf area depending on the subclade and environment.

Relative contributions of traits and environment to patterns of trait variation
When I evaluate the predictive accuracy of models with individual traits as responses and
either environmental variables or other traits as predictors using LOO-CV, I find that the relative
strength of environment vs. trait-trait integration for predicting trait variation depends on the
subclade and the trait in question (Table 3). In 6 out of 24 model comparisons, models with
environmental predictors have higher predictive accuracy than models with traits as predictors.
For three subclades - A1, C1 and C2 - height is better predicted by the environment models than
by trait models, while evidence for the other three subclades is equivocal. For leaf area, both A1
and A2 LOOIC values suggest that environment is the better predictor. Hoarea, however, shows
the opposite pattern, with leaf area being predicted better by the trait model. Leaf area models are
equivocal for subclades B, C1, and C2. The trait model is favoured for LMA in A1, but none of
the other subclades show either trait or environment models being favoured. Finally, for N mass,
the only subclade for which a model is favoured for having greater predictive accuracy is
subclade A2, where the environment model is favoured.
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DISCUSSION
Two conceptual approaches predict conservatism of TE and TT associations. On one
hand, at a global scale, identification of strong patterns of TT relationships across diverse taxa
and habitats has led to the suggestion that some functional relationships arising from
fundamental trade-offs between traits should be independent of phylogeny (Shipley et al., 2006).
On the other hand, at lower taxonomic levels, if closely related lineages have radiated into the
same or similar environments, strong evolutionary legacy effects should lead to such lineages
showing convergent patterns of TE and TT associations (Losos, 2010; Cavender-Bares et al.,
2016), even if they do not conform to global patterns. My investigation of patterns of TE and TT
associations among subclades within the plant genus Pelargonium, across the same
environmental gradients, shows that evolution can produce substantial departure in trait-trait and
trait-environment associations even among lineages that diverged as recently as 10 Ma (see also
Prunier et al., 2012). For the four functional traits included in this study, I detect strong
differences in both strengths and directions of TE associations between subclades, and I also
detect significantly different TT relationships, indicating considerable evolutionary lability in
patterns of trait covariation within the genus.
I uncover several instances where TE relationships do not agree with patterns seen at
broader scales (Table 1, Figs. 3 & 4). For example, at global scales height declines as MAT and
MAP decline, yet across subclades of Pelargonium height is either unrelated to or increases with
declining MAT and MAP. Similarly, leaf nitrogen content is expected to decline with increasing
MAT, yet I find that subclades A1 and C1 show a significant positive relationship between N mass
and MAT. There are, however, some cases where clades match broader-scale predictions. For
example, leaf area increases with increasing MAT and MAP, but only in subclade A1. Overall,
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these results suggest limits to the role of biophysical constraints in maintaining similarity
between subclades in TE associations. This may be because the GCFR has a more limited range
of environmental gradients with less extreme values compared to global studies, with a less
pronounced selective gradient. Even so, Mitchell et al. (2015) detected significant TE
relationships in Pelargonium just in the fynbos biome, and these differed substantially from
those detected in Protea, another CFR lineage. Such differences are likely explained by the fact
that these genera occupy opposite ends of the ‘fast-slow’ spectrum of resource use (Reich 2014);
Protea is an evergreen genus, while Pelargonium species are mostly deciduous.
Subclades differed in the strengths of trait-trait relationships, a pattern that has been
observed previously in leaves of Pelargonium (Jones et al., 2013). Using an approach similar to
that of Wright et al. (2005), here I show a clear effect of rainfall seasonality on pairwise traittrait relationships among and within subclades in Pelargonium. Although quantified as a single
axis of environmental variation, seasonality of rainfall determines whether the primary growth
season is dominated by very low evaporative demand (winter) versus high evaporative demand
(summer) and is linked to other regional (Lamont et al., 2002) and biome-level (Bradshaw &
Cowling, 2014) environmental differences in South Africa. As in Wright et al. (2005), I find that
the degree to which trait-trait relationships are modulated by environment depends on the traits
examined. The relationship between LMA and Nmass seems to be the least related to
environmental gradients, supporting a causal relationship between these variables (Reich et al.,
2003). At the other extreme, there are sign changes between seasonality environments (Fig. 4a):
in subclade C2 from winter rainfall regions, larger leaves are found on shorter individuals that
tend to be more herbaceous, whereas in summer/all year rainfall regions leaf size is positively
correlated with plant height.
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To better understand current patterns of trait variation, it is important to understand the
extent to which variation in functional traits measured in the field is due to covariance among
traits vs. variation of traits with environment. Ecologists have increasingly relied on model
selection procedures to assess alternative models of interest, particularly for questions not easily
answered by null hypothesis tests (Aho et al., 2014). I have leveraged the power of leave-one-out
cross-validation to contrast the relative predictive accuracy of variation in traits vs.
environmental variables to predict patterns of trait variation in Pelargonium. The ability to
compare the relative contribution of other traits vs. environment to driving trait variation has the
potential to inform us about which lineages have traits that might respond more rapidly to
environmental change through adaptation via an absence of integration (Schlichting, 1989) or via
the evolution of plasticity (Pigliucci, 2001), or which lineages may have habitat-specific
requirements.
Given that in most global and regional studies (e.g. Wright et al., 2004, Mason &
Donovan, 2015), trait-trait relationships are stronger than trait-environment relationships, one
might expect that traits would have a stronger predictive capacity of trait values than
environment. However, in most cases I cannot distinguish the predictive capacity of models with
environmental predictors vs. trait predictors (Table 3). When one model is favoured,
environment is generally the better predictor of trait values across subclades (Table 3). For
example, plant height is better predicted by environment in three subclades (A1, C, and C2). The
fact that height is generally not well predicted by leaf traits is perhaps unsurprising, as there is no
clear causal explanation for a link between the leaf traits I have examined here and plant size.
Indeed, across their global dataset, Díaz et al., (2016) find height to be more-or-less orthogonal
to LES traits (LMA and Nmass). However, traits were the better predictors of leaf area in the
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geophytic subclade Hoarea. Since leaves emerge from the underground tuber, it is not surprising
that when I compared a model with just height as a predictor to the trait-trait and traitenvironment models used to predict LA in Hoarea, this height-only model has more predictive
power than either of the original models (results not shown). Likewise, trait-trait relationships
better predicted LMA in subclade A1 than did trait-environment interactions. A model for
subclade A1 with just Nmass as a predictor of LMA outperforms either of the models I originally
used for the LOO analysis, suggesting tight coordination between these traits in this subclade.
Although the most striking pattern is for subclades to differ in their TT and TE
associations, some general patterns do emerge. For instance, LMA generally tends to decline
with increasing MAT (Fig. 3). Meanwhile, Nmass shows the opposite pattern; increasing with
increasing MAT and generally declining with increased summer water availability (P-PET) (Fig.
3). The different responses of LMA and N mass are not unexpected given the strength of the
negative association between these traits (both in my study, Fig. 4, and in global studies, Wright
et al., 2004). What is surprising, however, is that these patterns are the opposite of global trends
(Table 1). A possible reason for this reversal may be related to the role that high LMA may play
in drought tolerance (Greenwood et al., 2017). In Pelargonium, many species are deciduous,
often growing only when conditions are most favourable, and dropping their leaves during the
driest times of the year (van der Walt, 1974). Thus, species in hot and seasonally dry
environments can employ higher Nmass and lower LMA (and therefore higher photosynthetic
rates – Wright et al., 2004) to maximise carbon gain during favourable periods (Kikuzawa et al.,
2013). While this example is demonstrative of a generalizable pattern across Pelargonium
subclades in their LMA and N mass responses to environment, we are still left with the question of
why we see so much divergence in TE and TT associations. Ultimately, evaluating the adaptive
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role of observed patterns of TT and TE associations will require field-based common garden and
reciprocal transplant studies.
If evolutionary history and biogeography should have pronounced legacy effects on
patterns of trait variation, why do we not detect stronger legacy effects across the genus
Pelargonium? I suggest that different patterns of trait associations in Pelargonium seem to have
been established during the onset of the diversification of the subclades, such that divergent
selection at the onset of subclade origin overrode the legacy of prior shared ancestry, but then
persisted through subsequent diversification in response to key climatic events that shaped the
distributions of major biomes and floras in South Africa during the Oligocene/Miocene (Bakker
et al. 2005; Verboom et al., 2009). Martínez-Cabrera and Perez-Neto (2013) found that aridity
gradients are associated with Pelargonium species and phylogenetic turnover across South
Africa. They suggested that the evolution of Pelargonium clades, especially in the winterrainfall-dominated GCFR, was a product of the genetic isolation of ancestral populations that
diverged into new species that differentiated ecologically in response to the establishment of new
summer aridity gradients. For example, species in subclade A2 (including Hoarea) are generally
restricted to the winter rainfall region of South Africa (Fig. 1) and possess a suite of xerophytic
traits (stem succulence, tubers, leaf deciduousness). The rapid diversification of this subclade
may have been facilitated by the relatively rapid establishment of the Mediterranean conditions
(hot, dry summers) during the mid-Miocene (Cowling et al., 2017). In subclade A2, and
especially in Hoarea, few TE associations are significant, suggesting that traits such as stem
succulence or tubers allows some degree of decoupling from the environment. In contrast, the
more evergreen and shrubby species of subclade A1 show several strong associations between
traits and environment, particularly in leaf area, suggesting an interaction between leaf habit and
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the strength of environmental selection, producing patterns consistent with global studies.
Subclades B, C1 and C2, which originated earlier when the GCFR was dominated by subtropical
environments, have much stronger affinities with the summer/all year rainfall regions in the
central and eastern parts of South Africa; species from these subclades also extend north into east
Africa. Subclade B comprises both annuals and deciduous subshrubs, growth habits that may
lead to decoupling of traits from environment. Subclades C1 and C2, both widespread and
exhibiting a range of growth forms, show contrasting TE responses for most traits that I cannot
yet explain.
Cavender-Bares et al. (2016) suggest that legacy effects on functional traits arise for two
reasons: i) adaptations that have evolved in one biogeographic context persist in another or ii)
distinctive trait syndromes arise early in the history of a lineage and persist through
diversification and expansion. Perhaps focusing on functional traits measured in global studies
misses a key point: that evolution of TT and TE relationships of these traits within lineages can
be strongly influenced by selection on one or a few key ‘anchor traits’ that are lineage-specific.
While such traits likely arose in response to biogeographic and environmental conditions at the
time of origin, they then influence the subsequent divergences of more commonly measured
traits. For example, in Ceanothus, a genus of often co-occurring Mediterranean shrubs, early
lineage divergence as the environment became more arid was facilitated in one clade by the loss
of sprouting in response to fire (Ackerly 2003) that was accompanied by divergence in other
functional traits such as LMA. Likewise, in Viburnum, whole plant architectural variation has
been shown to be a stronger determinant of leaf longevity than other LES traits (Edwards, et al.
2014). In Helianthus, life history strongly influences leaf trait integration (Mason & Donovan,
2015). These studies point to the existence of key features unique to these lineages that help
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shape the subsequent divergence and patterns of trait variation (de Quieroz, 2002). In
Pelargonium, growth form may be an “anchor” trait that explains the variation in patterns of TT
and TE associations among some subclades. Growth form cannot be the only explanation,
however, because subclades with similar growth forms can also exhibit contrasting patterns of
TT and TE relationships (T.E. Moore, pers. obs.). I suggest that exploration of lineage-specific
differences “anchored” in growth form merits further attention to explain the variation in patterns
of TT and TE associations I detect between subclades in Pelargonium.

CONCLUSION
The clade structure within Pelargonium has provided the opportunity to test for legacy
effects at a scale at which I would have expected to find them. If I had simply analysed TT and
TE associations at the genus level (taking legacy effects for granted), I would have missed a
substantial amount of the signal present in patterns of trait variation within Pelargonium. I
suggest that differences in patterns of TT and TE associations between Pelargonium subclades
may have been established during the diversification of the genus, perhaps facilitated by the
evolution of divergent growth forms in response to environmental variation. I am not the first to
conclude that global studies may be poor predictors of patterns and processes for smaller
taxonomic or geographic scales (Prunier et al., 2012; Funk & Cornwell, 2013; Mason &
Donovan, 2015; Mitchell, et al., 2015; Messier et al., 2016, Muir et al., 2017). The challenge
ahead is to determine at what phylogenetic level, and under what conditions, key lineage-specific
anchor traits are shaping more commonly measured functional traits and their TE and TT
interactions.
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Table 2. Climatic variables used as environmental predictors in phylogenetic linear
regression models.
Variable
MAT

Description
Mean annual temperature

MAP

Mean annual precipitation

P-PET

Difference between precipitation and potential
evapotranspiration in summer

Pseas

Precipitation seasonality (ratio of winter* to annual
precipitation)

CVspr

Coefficient of variation of spring precipitation

* June, July & August
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Table 3. Results of the leave-one-out cross validation analyses, evaluating whether
environment or trait models better predict individual trait responses. Numbers in
parentheses represent standard errors. A model is indicated as favoured where Δ LOOIC ±
2*SE does not overlap 0. The last column is blank if neither the trait nor environment model
is favoured.
Response
Height

Clade
A1
A2
Hoarea
B
C1
C2

LOOIC (SE)
Environment Model
Trait Model
220.53 (24.67)
271.83 (18.34)
167.89 (20.30)
161.37 (19.83)
246.25 (36.04)
233.33 (32.60)
0.25 (8.53)
-0.04 (7.97)
101.8 (12.81)
149.50 (17.40)
43.16 (17.24)
99.82 (13.42)

Δ LOOIC (SE)
-51.29 (18.34)
6.52 (5.76)
12.92 (11.45)
0.29 (2.99)
-47.70 (16.58)
-56.66 (14.18)

Model Favoured
Env.

Env.
Env.

Leaf Area

A1
A2
Hoarea
B
C1
C2

197.17 (17.64)
53.89 (14.20)
271.59 (26.04)
-4.32 (7.87)
153.81 (12.58)
13.38 (13.83)

223.67 (19.23)
141.68 (13.26)
245.15 (21.06)
3.05(8.32)
150.76 (12.98)
3.84 (14.42)

-26.50 (13.09)
-87.79 (14.58)
26.44 (11.53)
-7.37 (6.59)
3.05 (6.10)
9.54 (6.74)

Env.
Env.
Trait

LMA

A1
A2
Hoarea
B
C1
C2

299.41 (22.23)
244.63 (20.23)
315.39 (44.92)
46.85 (10.29)
212.85 (13.48)
151.60 (24.30)

267.36 (21.67)
255.56 (29.64)
326.35 (33.51)
59.23 (13.65)
201.85 (12.15)
151.32 (20.72)

32.05 (14.06)
-10.93 (8.85)
-10.96 (15.63)
-12.38 (9.28)
11.00 (11.46)
0.28 (7.50)

Trait

Nmass

A1
A2
Hoarea
B
C1
C2

381.50 (18.27)
275.66 (16.73)
312.70 (17.82)
90.79 (15.13)
169.57 (13.49)
141.07 (15.31)

372.29 (22.19)
308.97 (17.98)
308.9 (17.74)
87.12 (18.58)
166.37 (11.70)
151.77 (13.92)

9.21 (22.88)
-33.31 (11.86)
3.8 (7.05)
3.64 (4.89)
3.20 (9.25)
-10.71 (7.19)
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Env.

FIGURES

Fig. 1. Clade structure and sampling sites of Pelargonium species used in this study. The
seasonality gradient corresponds to proportion of rain falling in winter (P seas in text). Note that
the number of collecting sites for each clade has been thinned to facilitate viewing. Contours on
inset map of southern Africa correspond to numbers of Pelargonium species in South Africa
based on historical records. Leaf images are of the following species: a) P. crispum, b) P.
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denticulatum, c) P. cucullatum, d) P. magentium, e) P. triste, f) P. radulifolium, g) P. pinnatum,
h) P. pilosellifolium, i) P. rapaceum, j) P. exstipulatum, k) P. abrotanifolium, l) P.
grossularioides, m) P. tenuicaule, n) P. longicaule, o) P. candicans, p) P. alchemilloides, q) P.
peltatum, r) P. zonale. Dates at nodes correspond to divergences estimated from Bakker et al.
(2005).
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Fig. 2. Trait variation at the subclade level in Pelargonium. All trait values are on a log scale.
Points correspond to the individuals sampled within each subclade. Hinges represent the 25th
and 75th percentiles, while the whiskers extend to the highest (upper whisker) and lowest points
(lower whisker) that are within 1.5 * IQR (inter-quartile range). Letters indicate results from
Tukey post-hoc tests using linear models in the built-in stats package (R Core Team, 2015) and
the multcomp package (Hothorn et al., 2008).
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Fig. 3. Strengths of trait-environment associations across subclades of Pelargonium. Colors in
boxes represent the sign of the regression coefficients (beta values), derived from phylogenetic
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Bayesian linear mixed effects models run for each subclade separately. The lengths of the boxes
correspond to the 2.5% and 97.5% limits (95% Credible Interval) of the posterior distribution.
The horizontal line inside the boxes is the median value of the regression coefficient. White
boxes indicate that the posterior distribution overlapped zero, meaning no association between
the trait response and that climatic predictor. Red-shaded columns show trait-environment
associations where the clades do not differ significantly in their responses (based on posterior
comparison tests). Blue-shaded columns show trait-environment associations where clades show
significant differences in sign. Symbols below MAT and MAP show the expected (based on
global studies) sign of relationship between these variables and the respective traits (from Table
1).
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Fig. 4. Correlation diagrams showing trait-trait integration for each subclade of Pelargonium
examined in this study, based on pairwise Pearson’s correlations (a), and the relationships
between traits taken from Fig. 2 in Díaz et al. (2016) (b). Note that there is no expected
association between lead area and LMA in the Díaz et al. study. The second and third columns
show the correlations in winter and summer/all year sites respectively. Species from the single
subclade B winter rainfall site are omitted (see Methods section), while no correlations above r =
0.3 were observed for individuals of subclade A2 sampled from summer/all year sites. All lines
represent significant correlations (p < 0.005). The order of the traits in each correlation diagram
is shown in the upper left panel.
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CHAPTER 1 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Fig. S1. Boxplots showing the variation in traits among subclades of Pelargonium without any
transformation. “Hinges” represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, while the whiskers extent to
the highest (upper whisker) and lowest (lower whisker) that is within 1.5 * IQR, where IQR is
the inter-quartile range.
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Fig. S2. 3-D scatterplots showing the distribution of each subclade of Pelargonium in
environment space (filled circles) relative to all environment space sampled in this study (open
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circles), based on three of the five climatic variables used in trait-environment models: amount
of annual rainfall (MAP), seasonality of rainfall (Pseas) and mean annual temperature MAT. Red
points are summer / all year rainfall sites (P seas < 0.4), and blue points are winter rainfall sites
(Pseas > 0.4).
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Fig. S3. Results of trait-environment association models without correcting for phylogeny within
subclade. Models still include a species random effect (random slope model). Associations that
50

are significant in the non-phylogenetic models, but not in the models that included a
phylogenetic random effect (*), and associations that were significant in the models with a
phylogenetic random effect, but not in non-phylogenetic models (**) are indicated. In none of
these cases was a significant (based on posterior comparisons tests) difference in sign detected.
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Table S1. Summary statistics for the population-level (fixed) effects of trait-environment
models. Samples were drawn using the No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS). For each parameter, n_eff
is a measure of effective sample size, and Rhat is the potential scale reduction factor on split
chains, where Rhat = 1 at convergence. Bold rows indicate significant parameters. (Excel
document – contact author for access).

Table S2. Pairwise posterior distribution comparisons for trait-environment models. The 95% CI
is based on the difference between the two posterior distributions being compared. Distributions
are significantly different when this interval does include 0. (Excel document – contact author
for access).
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Table S3. Summary statistics for the population-level (fixed) effects of traitenvironment models run on the whole genus. These models did not include a
phylogenetic correction, but did include a species random effect. For each parameter,
n_eff is a measure of effective sample size, and Rhat is the potential scale reduction
factor on split chains, where Rhat = 1 at convergence. Bold rows represent significant
parameters.
Trait
Heig
ht

Parameter

Mean

Standard
Deviation

95 % Credible
Interval

n_eff

Rhat

Intercept
MAT
MAP
P-PET **
Pseas **
CVSpring*

0.02
-0.24
-0.29
0.29
0.18
-0.01

0.1
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.04

-0.19 , 0.22
-0.29 , -0.19
-0.33 , -0.24
0.2 , 0.38
0.09 , 0.28
-0.10 , 0.07

112
1746
1937
1143
1157
1135

1.04
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Leaf
Area

Intercept
0
0.09
-0.17 , 0.17
186
MAT *
0.01
0.03
-0.04 , 0.07
1952
MAP **
0.13
0.03
0.07 , 0.2
1843
P-PET **
-0.1
0.04
-0.18 , -0.02
1563
Pseas
-0.12
0.05
-0.22 , -0.03
1202
CVSpring *
-0.06
0.04
-0.14 , 0.02
1475
LMA
Intercept
-0.14
0.08
-0.29 , 0.01
246
MAT
-0.29
0.03
-0.35 , -0.24
1826
MAP *
-0.05
0.03
-0.11 , 0.01
2118
P-PET
-0.06
0.04
-0.14 , 0.02
1535
Pseas *
0.02
0.05
-0.07 , 0.12
1185
CVSpring
0.01
0.04
-0.07 , 0.1
1266
Nmass
Intercept
0.16
0.06
0.04 , 0.28
583
MAT
0.25
0.05
0.16 , 0.35
1561
MAP *
0
0.05
-0.10 , 0.10
1495
P-PET
-0.14
0.07
-0.27 , -0.01
1202
Pseas *
0.06
0.07
-0.08 , 0.20
1123
CVSpring
0.18
0.06
0.07 , 0.30
1571
* Significant relationships detected at the subclade level (see Fig. S3)
** One or more relationship at the genus level show the opposite sign (see Fig. S3)
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1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

CHAPTER 2:
Seasonality of rainfall alters patterns of leaf size and shape variation in Pelargonium
scabrum (Burm. f.) L’Herit., a shrub from the Greater Cape Floristic Region of South
Africa

ABSTRACT
Variation in the timing of rainfall has a profound impact on the global and regional
distribution of biomes and species, as well as patterns of trait variation. Differences in the amount
and timing of rainfall across the Greater Cape Floristic Region (GCFR) of South Africa make it
the ideal place to test for patterns of trait variation in response to rainfall seasonality and amount,
given that mean annual temperatures are not highly divergent across this region.
Here, I evaluate the role of climatic gradients in the GCFR in driving patterns of variation
in leaf size, dissection and mass per area in Pelargonium scabrum, a shrub that is broadly
distributed across the GCFR. I find that P. scabrum displays remarkable (35-fold) variation in leaf
size across populations. I compared patterns of trait variation to four climatic variables: mean
annual precipitation (MAP), the coefficient of variation of spring rainfall (CV spr), the difference
between summer precipitation and evapotranspiration (P-PET), and minimum temperature in
August (Tmin).
A Bayesian multiple-response linear mixed-effects model reveals that leaf size is
significantly correlated with Tmin and the CVspr, but only across the winter rainfall region. P.
scabrum from winter and summer rainfall regions show differences in the sign of their
relationships between leaf dissection and temperature. In contrast, for both summer and winter
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rainfall regions, leaf mass per area is unrelated to all climatic variables except for declining with
Tmin.
These results show that interactions among climate variables have a much stronger effect
on driving leaf traits than MAP or MAT alone. It is only through quantifying intraspecific trait
variation within the context of relevant climate gradients that we will be able to accurately predict
the likely impacts of climate change on species’ growth, survival and distributions.

INTRODUCTION
In spite of growing recognition that intraspecific trait variation plays a vital role in
driving many ecological and evolutionary processes (Albert et al., 2015), we know very little
about how within-species trait variation is structured geographically, or how it is associated with
environmental gradients (McGill et al., 2006; Albert et al., 2010). Selection pressures along
environmental gradients often give rise to predictable variation in plant functional traits
(Cochrane et al., 2016) that may be suggestive of adaptive genetic divergence or adaptive
plasticity of populations of the same species. Large intraspecific trait variation is assumed to
allow species to have wider distributions, by allowing species to occupy a wider range of
environmental space (Ramierez-Valiente et al., 2010; Bolnick et al., 2011). Evaluation of
functional trait variation along environmental gradients could be used to predict the impacts of
global change on species’ distributions and performance (Chapin, 2003; Laughlin, 2014).
It is widely recognized that leaf size is an ecologically important trait (Moles et al.,
2018), that determines the size of the light-capturing surface for photosynthesis, as well as
impacting leaf thermodynamics, water-use efficiency, plant architecture and biomechanics, and
vulnerability to herbivory (Givnish, 1987; Niinemets, Portsmuth, & Tobias, 2006; Whitman &
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Aarssen, 2009; Zhang, Zhang, & Ma, 2017). One of the key effects of leaf size on leaf function
is believed to be its link to leaf temperature, a key control of leaf metabolic rates (Parkhurst &
Loucks 1974, Wright et al., 2017). Very high or low temperatures can negatively impact enzyme
function, disrupt membranes and cellular processes, and cause irreparable tissue damage. Large
leaves provide large surfaces for light interception, but may be prone to overheating in hot
environments. This is because a leaf’s temperature is positively related to the thickness of its
boundary layer (the layer of still air that surrounds the leaf surface; Nobel, 1974; Givnish &
Vermeij, 1976; Martin et al., 1999), which increases with distance from the windward edge of
the leaf lamina, and therefore with leaf size. Thus, larger leaves have less capacity for shedding
heat through convective cooling. However, this effect is only pronounced when stomatal
conductance is low. When stomatal conductance is high, large leaves can be cooled, via latent
heat exchange, to temperatures even lower than ambient. This sets up differing predictions for
leaf size that should be related to water availability: smaller leaves should be associated with
warm, dry environments while in warm, wet environments, leaf size should be less constrained
thermally and instead it likely reflects plant architecture and competition for light. Recently
Wright et al. (2007) found that, across broad scales, leaf size tends to increase with temperature
and at higher rainfall sites (and see Gallagher & Leishman, 2012; Moles et al., 2014), although
patterns are mixed at finer geographic and taxonomic scales.
The single most important aspect of leaf size with respect to leaf thermal budgets is the
leaf’s effective width (We, the diameter of the largest circle that can be inscribed within the
lamina). Because We sets the distance from the center of the leaf to the windward edge, the
smaller boundary layer allows leaf temperatures to be more closely coupled to air temperature.
Highly dissected leaves may function more like small leaves compared to undissected leaves of
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the same area (Givnish, 1978, Gurevitch & Schuepp, 1990, Lewis, 1972, Winn, 1999), through
having smaller We. Despite the expected benefits of reduced We or increased dissection with
increased temperatures, few studies have evaluated the predicted association between dissection
and climate across environmental gradients (Leigh et al., 2017). At global scales, Royer et al.
(2005) found that leaf dissection actually decreased with mean annual temperature while, at
regional scales, Lewis (1969) found leaf dissection increased in warmer environments.
Leaf mass per unit area (LMA) is also believed to have a strong impact on plant
performance; LMA is widely seen as a key feature of leaf, and whole-plant, economics (carbon
budgets; Wright et al., 2004; Reich, 2014). It is a measure of the amount of biomass used to
build a leaf of a given area (Moles et al., 2018), and is strongly (negatively) associated with leaf
nitrogen content and rates of photosynthesis on a mass basis (Reich et al., 1999; Wright et al.,
2004). Leaves with low LMA also tend to have shorter life spans due in part to weaker
construction (Wright et al., 2004). Support for a relationship between LMA and the environment
is relatively mixed (Moles et al., 2018). Some studies have found a positive association between
LMA and precipitation (e.g., Swenson et al., 2012), others have found a negative relationship
(e.g., Gallagher & Leishman, 2012), and many have found a non-significant relationship (e.g.,
Ordonez et al., 2009). A similar pattern is seen for LMA in relation to temperature (e.g., positive
– Moles et al., 2014; negative – Simpson et al., 2016; non-significant – Liu et al., 2012), despite
the fact that leaves grown under hot experimental conditions tend to have lower LMA (Poorter et
al., 2009). At global scales, LMA appears to be associated with both temperature and
precipitation gradients (Wright et al., 2004). LMA is also tightly coupled to leaf longevity
(Wright et al., 2004), and so may have an important impact on plant performance in highly
seasonal environments.
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Here I set out to examine intraspecific trait co-variation in leaf size, dissection, We, and
LMA in response to environment in Pelargonium scabrum (Burm. f.) L’Herit..
Pelargonium scabrum is distributed across almost the entirety of the Greater Cape
Floristic Region (GCFR), a biodiversity hotspot in the southwestern corner of South Africa. This
species displays large variation in both the size and degree of dissection of its leaves across its
geographic range; the leaves of the western populations are smaller and more narrow-lobed than
eastern populations (van der Walt, 1974; Fig. 1). Associated with this variation in leaf size and
dissection are strong gradients in both temperature and rainfall. Specifically, rainfall decreases as
one moves north along the western arm of the distributional range of P. scabrum. Temperatures,
on the other hand, are higher in the north than in the south. These gradients are associated with a
shift in biome type from the Fynbos-dominated core Cape Floristic Region (Fig. 1) to the
Succulent Karoo in northwestern South Africa. There is also a strong west-east gradient in
rainfall seasonality. In the west, rain falls predominantly in winter, while eastwards, rainfall
transitions through a region of all year rainfall to summer-only. This gradient of seasonality is
strongly associated with divergent patterns of species richness between the western and eastern
GCFR (species richness is higher in the western, winter rainfall region; Cowling et al., 2017).
Recent genetic analyses have revealed that populations of P. scabrum from winter vs. all
year/summer rainfall regions may be genetically distinct (C. Chong, unpublished). This matches
similar patterns of west-east splits in genetic data observed for other plant groups from South
Africa (Bergh et al., 2007; Lexer et al., 2014; Prunier et al., 2016). The coupling of the season in
which most rain falls with variation in other environmental variables that can distinguish winter
and summer/all year regions (see supporting information) may impose different selective
pressures on plants from each region. For example, plants growing in winter rainfall regions
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must survive the hottest times of the year without water, while summer rainfall-growing plants
will have access to water when evaporative demand is high. These differences may have
important implications for how plants thermoregulate and manage their water status. Thus, I
want to examine patterns of leaf trait-environment association between P. scabrum from
different rainfall seasonality regimes.
We have previously identified strong associations between leaf traits and the environment
among species of Pelargonium in South Africa (Jones et al., 2013; Mitchell et al., 2015). For
example, in Ch. 1, I found negative associations between LMA and temperature, and a positive
association between leaf area and annual precipitation, across species from the same subclade of
Pelargonium as P. scabrum (subclade A1).
Populations of P. scabrum show variation on leaf size and degree of dissection that
appears to be, at least in part, related to climatic gradients across the GCFR (Fig. 1). In this
study, I wanted to test which environmental variables (e.g. temperature or rainfall) this variation
is most strongly related to, and to test whether P. scabrum from different rainfall seasonality
environments show differences in their trait-environment associations. Specifically, I set out to
test whether, because of the role of leaf size in leaf thermoregulation, P. scabrum from hotter and
drier environments have smaller leaves that are also narrower (lower We) and more dissected. It
is unclear from Fig. 1 how LMA changes in response to environment, and so I also examined
how LMA is related to leaf size and dissection, and whether it shows trait-environment
associations, and how these are mediated by rainfall seasonality.

METHODS
Trait and environment sampling
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I sampled Pelargonium scabrum from 23 populations across the range of the species
(~1100 km; Fig. 1). To capture individual-level variation, I measured four leaf functional traits
(Table 1) on up to 10 individuals per site (minimum of three, average of eight individuals per
site, Table S1), for a total of 190 individuals. Fresh leaf area (LArea) was calculated based on
flattened leaf laminas using a CanoScan LiDE 210 (Canon, USA); area was calculated with the
imaging software ImageJ (Rasband 2007-2012) or with Photoshop v. CS5 (Adobe Systems Inc.).
Leaf laminas were subsequently dried for dry mass determination, used to calculate leaf mass per
area (LMA). As an index of leaf dissection, I used the method of the normalized difference of
margin complexity (NDMC) after Leigh et al. (2017). This measure of leaf dissection is
preferred over the often-used area-to-perimeter relationship (McLellan & Endler, 1998), as it is
independent of leaf size. Briefly, NDMC was calculated using the perimeters of the leaf margin
relative to its convex hull, where

NDMC = (margin - convex hull)/(margin + convex hull) ,

with the convex hull being the smallest convex envelope containing the leaf margin on a twodimensional plane (Leigh et al. 2016). NDMC was calculated using ImageJ on the leaf scans
used to calculate leaf areas. Finally, I calculated effective leaf width (We), as the diameter of the
largest circle that can be inscribed within the margin of the leaf (e.g., McDonald et al., 2003).
I extracted climate data for each of the sampled populations of P. scabrum using GIS
climate data derived for South Africa from Schulze (2007). I selected variables that would
account for the strong environmental gradients observed across the GCFR and that are expected
to play a role in driving patterns of leaf size and dissection variation. I used mean annual
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precipitation (MAP) as a measure of annual water availability. In order to account for variation
in the seasonality of rainfall, I extracted two more climate layers specific to particular seasons:
the coefficient of variation of rainfall in spring (CVspr: Sep, Oct, Nov), and the difference
between summer (Dec, Jan, Feb) precipitation and summer potential evapotranspiration (P-PET).
CVspr captures variation in water availability at the end of the winter growing season for winter
species, versus the onset of the growing season in the more eastern species. Summer P-PET will
be negative in the winter rainfall regions because potential evapotranspiration (PET) exceeds
precipitation (P), leading to soil drying (Klein et al., 2015), while in summer rainfall regions,
deficits between precipitation and potential evapotranspiration should be reduced (higher values
of P-PET). Finally, to account for temperature differences between populations, I extracted the
mean minimum temperature for August (Austral winter, T min). I selected this variable, rather than
the more widely-used mean annual temperature, because Tmin is highly correlated with annual
temperature across sites (r = 0.8, p < 0.0001), and more importantly, I wanted to capture
differences in the lower thermal limits that leaves in these populations might experience, given
the effects of leaf shape on nighttime temperatures (e.g., Wright et al., 2017).

Statistical analysis
To test for differences in traits and environments between summer and winter rainfall
regions, I split populations by the amount of rainfall received in winter. Populations that receive
40% of their rain in winter were considered winter rainfall populations (hereafter winter
populations), while populations that receive less than 40% of their rain in winter were considered
summer rainfall populations (hereafter summer populations). The 40% threshold was chosen, as
it represents a major break in the distributions of my sampled populations (see discriminant
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function analysis in Supporting Information, Fig. S1, and see Bradshaw & Cowling, 2014). The
four climate variables I selected were also capable of discriminating between summer and winter
regions (see Supporting Information, Fig. S2, Table S1).
I used a Bayesian multiple-response linear mixed-effects model to model the response of
traits to environment in which I modelled leaf traits, and their covariation, as a response vector
and climate variables as predictors. Thus, regression coefficients between individual responses
(traits) and predictor variables (climates) take into account covariation among traits. I chose to
do this in a Bayesian framework because I can estimate uncertainty of the coefficients (based on
credible intervals- probability that true parameter values lie between an upper and lower bound),
and because Bayesian analyses are robust to multiple comparisons (Dienes, 2011; Gelman et al.,
2012; Gelman et al., 2013). My model included all four traits as responses (L Area, We, NDMC,
and LMA), and all four climatic variables (MAP, CVspr, P-PET, and Tmin) as population-level
effects (fixed effects), as well as rainfall seasonality (winter or summer) as a group-level effect
(random effect). This approach allows P. scabrum from each rainfall seasonality region to have
varying intercepts and slopes for each population-level effect. I then evaluated whether the 90%
credible intervals (CIs) of the posterior distributions of the regression coefficients overlapped
with zero. Regression coefficients whose 90% CI did not overlap with zero suggest a significant
trait-environment association. I chose to use 90% CIs, instead of 95% CIs, because 90% CIs are
more stable than wider intervals (Stan Development Team, 2016) and are less prone to Type-S
errors (errors in sign; Gelman & Carlin, 2014).
The mixed-effects model was built using the ‘brm’ function in the brms package
(Bürkner, 2017), which implements fully Bayesian models in Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017; Stan
Development Team, 2017). I specified informative, normally-distributed priors (location = 0,
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and scale = 1.0) on all fixed effects and intercepts. Models were run using 2 NUTS sampling
chains for 5000 iterations, with the first 2500 iterations discarded as “warm-up”. To ensure
effective mixing of the chains, I set adapt_delta to 0.999. Convergence between chains was
checked by evaluating Rhat, where Rhat less than 1.01 indicates satisfactory convergence
(Gelman & Rubin, 1992). To evaluate whether winter and summer regions show significant
differences in their trait-environment responses, I used the method of posterior comparison
proposed by Holsinger and Wallace (2004). These comparisons test whether the 90% CIs of two
posterior distributions overlap with each other, and were performed on all pairs of traitenvironment associations. To evaluate the ‘goodness of fit’ of the model for each trait, I
computed Bayesian R2 (Gelman et al., 2017) using the ‘bayes_R2’ function, implemented in
brms. All traits were log-transformed, and traits and environmental variables centered and scaled
(to a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1) prior to analysis.

RESULTS
Trait and climate variation
The leaf trait showing the highest variation among P. scabrum populations was leaf area,
with c. 35-fold variation, followed by effective leaf width (We), which varied c. 17-fold. LMA
and leaf dissection (NDMC) were the least variable across populations, showing c. 5-fold and 3fold variation respectively. Leaves from summer and winter populations of P. scabrum differed
significantly in their size and effective leaf width (Table 1); leaves from winter rainfall sites
tended to be smaller and have narrower leaf widths. Leaves did not differ significantly in leaf
dissection or LMA between regions (Table 1), and showed similar patterns of trait-trait
correlation (Fig. 2, Fig. S3). As expected, rainfall regions also showed strong differences in
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seasonal climatic variables (Table 1). Specifically, winter rainfall sites tended to have higher
mean variation in spring rainfall (CV spr), and lower mean values of P-PET in summer. Regions
did not differ significantly in mean Tmin, or in the mean total amount of annual rainfall, although,
the winter rainfall region included the driest (100mm.yr-1) and wettest (675mm.yr-1), as well as
the hottest sites (Tmin = 8.20C; Table 1). Across summer rainfall sites, the only significant
correlations among climatic variables were a negative relationship between CV spr and MAP, and
a strong positive relationship between P-PET and Tmin (Fig. 2, Fig S1). Across winter rainfall
sites, the strongest relationship among climatic variables was between MAP and P-PET, with
increasing rainfall corresponding to higher summer P-PET. A negative relationship was found
between MAP and CVspr, although this relationship was weaker than across summer rainfall
sites. There was also a significant relationship between CV spr and Tmin, with hotter sites having
more variation in spring rainfall.

Trait-environment associations
The multiple-response linear mixed-effects model was able to identify a number of
significant (90% CIs did not overlap zero) trait-environment associations. The trait with the
highest Bayesian R2 estimate was We (R2 = 0.45 ± 0.05), followed closely by LArea (R2 = 0.44 ±
0.5). Bayesian R2 estimates for leaf dissection (NDMC) and LMA were lower (R2 = 0.29 ± 0.05
and R2 = 0.21 ± 0.05, respectively).
Although associations with environment differed among traits (Fig. 3), winter and
summer regions tended to have similar responses to environment, i.e. leaves with lower LArea, We
and LMA associated with higher Tmin and CVspr. I did, however, detect two instances where the
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90% CIs of summer and winter regions did not overlap (based on posterior comparisons):
NDMC vs Tmin (Fig. 3c) and LMA vs CVspr (Fig. 3d).
There were also multiple instances of trait-environment association being significant for
one of the rainfall regions, but not for the other. Across the winter rainfall region only, LArea and
We were smaller and the extent of dissection was greater in sites with warmer winters, which
likely reflects the strong, negative correlation between T min and MAT (Fig. 2); smaller, narrower
and more dissected leaves are associated with warmer areas in the winter rainfall region (Fig. 3a,
b). Precipitation also affected leaf traits, but only the variation in spring rainfall, not MAP: LArea
and We occurred in sites with greater CVspr. (Fig. 3a, b). In the summer rainfall region,
populations in cooler areas (lower Tmin) were more dissected, in stark contrast to the winter
rainfall populations (Fig. 3c). Leaf dissection also increased with less variation in spring
precipitation. Also, in contrast to the winter rainfall region, summer rainfall P. scabrum
populations showed no response in leaf size or We to any climate variables.
Perhaps the most surprising finding is that neither LArea nor We were significantly
associated with P-PET or MAP for either winter or summer regions. LMA was relatively
decoupled from climate across both summer and winter regions (Fig. 3d); but LMA did decline
significantly with increasing Tmin for both.

DISCUSSION
P. scabrum displays considerable among-site leaf trait variation, particularly in leaf size
(Table 1). This mirrors the findings of Niinemets et al. (2015), who found that leaf size was their
most variable leaf trait among European Quercus ilex populations, with almost an order of
magnitude difference among populations. The associations between P. scabrum leaf traits and
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environments were mixed, but two clear patterns emerged: i) leaf trait variation was significantly
different between summer and winter P. scabrum, and ii) leaf traits were more strongly
associated with the coefficient of variation of Spring rainfall (CVspr), and winter-time minimum
temperatures (Tmin) than with measures of annual water availability (MAP), or the severity of
summer drought (P-PET); both of which show no significant associations with any traits for
either rainfall region. Seasonal environments provide a unique challenge by requiring plants to
survive during adverse conditions and to be able to capitalize on favourable conditions when
they arise (Feng et al., 2013). The results presented here are striking because they suggest that
the response of P. scabrum to future environmental change may differ between regions of
different rainfall seasonality, and because predicting the responses of species in terms of
functional traits will depend on the environmental parameters used and the traits measured.
While we know that plasticity may have strong effects on trait variation, preliminary analyses
suggest that some inter-population differences have a genetic basis (Fig. S3).
Although I did not detect a significant association between leaf size and annual
precipitation, P. scabrum from sites with higher variation in spring rainfall (high CV spr) and
hotter (higher Tmin) in winter tended to have smaller, narrower (low We), more dissected leaves
in the winter rainfall region. These results suggest that smaller, narrower leaves, at least in
winter-rainfall P. scabrum, may reflect adaptive responses to hot, dry seasons, perhaps by
allowing leaves to maintain temperatures closer to air temperatures, particularly during spring as
water is becoming limited. It is interesting to note that leaf size was only significantly associated
with environment in the winter rainfall region. This may be explained, in part, by a larger range
in climatic variables (particularly in MAP and CV spr) in this region (Table 1). Leaf dissection
was also significantly associated with T min, but for summer populations the relationship was
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opposite that in the winter rainfall region. The change in sign between both NDMC and LArea in
response to Tmin is intriguing, and may be explained by differences in the association between
temperature and the other climate variables, particularly P-PET. Across summer rainfall regions,
Tmin is strongly, positively correlated with P-PET, meaning that regions with higher temperatures
have more water available during summer (Fig. 2; Fig S1). Plants growing in warmer but wetter
summer rainfall sites may maintain less dissected leaves perhaps in response to an unmeasured
variable such as greater competition for light, whereas leaves from cooler summer sites face
harsher summer periods with less water available. Across winter rainfall sites, T min is weakly,
negatively correlated with P-PET and MAP, suggesting that plants from winter rainfall regions
will have to cope with low water availability during the hottest times of the year. Thus, higher
leaf dissection may be a response to hotter, more seasonally dry environments in winter rainfall
areas, and cooler, more seasonally dry environments in summer rainfall areas.
Recently, Leigh et al. (2017) have questioned whether leaf dissection represents an
adaptation primarily for thermal regulation, finding very weak associations between leaf
dissection and leaf thermal dynamics in Proteaceae species from Australia. These authors were,
however, working across species that differed in many other characteristics that may influence
leaf temperature (e.g., pubescence). Nonetheless, Leigh et al., suggest that increased leaf
dissection may be adaptive in hotter, drier environments by improving hydraulic efficiency or
reducing solar interception.
In line with previous studies, I found that variation in LMA between populations was
relatively unlinked with climatic variation (Fig. 3; Wright et al., 2004; Moles, 2018). LMA did,
however, decline with increasing temperatures for both rainfall regions (Fig. 3d). One possible
explanation for this is the link between LMA and growth rates. Numerous studies have shown
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that plants with low LMA leaves tend to have faster growth rates (e.g., Poorter & van der Werf,
1998). LMA has been linked to plant response to changing resource availability (i.e. water and
light), photosynthetic potential and growth rates (Poorter et al., 2009). Thus, low LMA in areas
exposed to seasonal drought may allow plants to capitalize on episodic favourable conditions.
Also, LMA is positively correlated with leaf longevity in Pelargonium (Mocko et al.,
unpublished), and so low LMA in hot, dry environments may also be associated with shorter leaf
life spans in the winter rainfall region, allowing plants to maximize carbon gain during
favourable periods (Kikuzawa et al., 2013). Similarly low LMA in hotter environments in the
summer rainfall region may allow plants to grow rapidly in response to summertime water
availability.
Ecological performance depends on the coordinated response of multiple traits to
multiple environmental factors (Schlichting, 1989; Violle et al., 2007). I have attempted to
account for covariation among traits by simultaneously modeling all four leaf trait responses to
environment. I have also attempted to account for covariation among predictors, by using a
multiple regression approach. Overall, these results suggest that the responses of individual
traits, even when accounting for trait-trait covariation, are highly dependent on the traits
examined and the environmental predictors used. A particularly salient pattern I have observed in
this study is that climate variables vary in the strength of their effect on leaf trait variation (Fig.
3). Not only does the best climatic predictor depend on the trait in question, but so does the
overall amount of variance in a given trait that is explained by climate. Similarly, Mitchell et al.,
(2015), examining interspecific trait-environment associations in Protea and Pelargonium also
found that the strengths and directions of trait-environment associations for both genera
depended on the trait and environment in question.
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Climate projections for South Africa suggest that increasing temperatures will be coupled
with mixed responses in rainfall, depending on current rainfall seasonality (Midgley & Thuiller
2011). Annual rainfall is predicted to decline in the winter-rainfall-dominated southern and
western region of South Africa, while many summer rainfall regions of South Africa may
experience increased rainfall (Engelbrecht et al., 2009). These changes in both temperature and
rainfall are expected to have dramatic effects on biomes and ecosystems (Rutherford et al., 2000;
Moncrieff et al., 2015) and species’ geographic distributions (Midgley et al., 2002), as well as on
species-level physiological responses (Musil et al., 2005). A significant, but often underappreciated part of predicting how species will respond to future changes is a lack of
understanding of the role of environment in shaping contemporary patterns of trait variation.
Based on my findings that trait-environment associations are dependent on the trait in question,
and the seasonality of rainfall, I suggest that capturing functional responses to environment that
will help make predictions about responses to environmental change will require the
measurement of multiple traits and multiple environmental predictors.

CONCLUSION
Smaller, narrower leaves in P. scabrum were associated with hotter, seasonally drier
environments with less reliable rainfall, but only in the winter rainfall region. This association
supports the hypothesis that leaf size reduction may allow plants greater capacity for convective /
conductive heat loss in order to prevent overheating. Low LMA was associated with hot
environments across both summer and winter rainfall regions, and may represent a strategy of
maximizing potential growth rates during favourable periods. Populations of P. scabrum from
different rainfall seasonality regimes must deal with different environmental pressures,
especially in relation to the reliability of rainfall and the severity of the summer drought. These
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results suggest that plants may show different degrees of trait integration in response to these
environmental differences. Overall, I find that leaves in P. scabrum are sensitive to climatic
variation, and particularly to seasonal aspects of the climate. The identification of which aspects
of climate are most important in shaping plant traits is a fundamental goal for ecologists (Moles,
2018). It is only through quantifying intraspecific trait variation within the context of these
drivers that we will be able to accurately predict the likely impacts of climate change on species’
growth, survival and distributions.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1. The range of P. scabrum and the distribution of sampling localities (see Table S1), with
exemplar leaves from a subset of populations. The range map of P. scabrum is based on a
MAXENT species distribution model, using 19 bioclimatic variables (ref). Inset maps show
variation in climate across the distribution for (b) August minimum temperature, (c) summer PPET, (d) mean annual precipitation and (e) the coefficient of variation of spring rainfall. The
boundaries of the Greater Cape Floristic Region (GCFR, black dashed line) and core Cape
Floristic Region (CFR, black solid line) are shown. The red solid line shows the break between
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winter and summer/all year rainfall regions. Populations are also coded by rainfall region (blackfilled circles for winter rainfall sites, white-filled circles for summer rainfall sites). Note the
colour scale inversion of b relative to c, d, and e.
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Fig. 2. Pairwise trait-trait and trait environment relationships for summer and winter rainfall
populations of P. scabrum. Lines are only shown for significant (p < 0.05) relationships, based
on Pearson correlations. Thick lines represent relationships with r > 0.7, and dashed lines are
negative.
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Fig. 3. Trait-environment associations for P. scabrum from summer (red) and winter (blue)
rainfall regions. Panels correspond to traits, and rows within panels correspond to environmental
predictors. Significant trait environment associations are indicated by an asterisk. Grey shaded
bars indicate regression coefficients that are significantly different between summer and winter
rainfall populations. Points correspond to mean estimates of regression coefficient based from
the posterior distribution. Black horizontal lines show 90% Credible Intervals, and coloured bars
the 50% Credible Intervals.
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CHAPTER 2 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Fig. S1. The relationships among the four climatic variables used in this study, showing the
separation of winter (filled circles) and summer (open circles) populations by the proportion of
rain in winter (a); and pairwise environment-environment correlations in (b).
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DFA ANALYSIS
In order test whether P. scabrum populations from different rainfall regimes can be distinguished
by the four environmental variables I have selected in this study, I conducted linear discriminant
analysis (LDA; Venebles & Ripley, 2002). LDA attempts to find a linear combination of the
predictors (environmental variables) that gives maximum separation between the centers of the
data, while at the same time minimizing the variation within each group (winter vs summer
rainfall) of data (Venebles & Ripley, 2002). I used leave-one-out cross-validation to evaluate the
effectiveness of the LDA in classifying whether a held out population came from summer or
winter rainfall regions. Fig. S1 shows a plot of the LDA classification. Note that, because I only
have two groups, there is only one linear discriminant (LD) axis. Table S1 shows the loadings of
each of the climate variables onto the LD axis. In general, all variables discriminate well
between rainfall seasonality regions, with P-PET being the most highly correlated with the LD.
Leave-one-out cross validation estimated the accuracy of the model at 95.7%, which is the
percentage of times that a held out population is correctly assigned to a group.
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Fig. S2. Plot showing the results of a linear discriminant analysis, using four environmental
variables (MAP, P-PET, CVspr, and Tmin; see main text Table 1 for details) as predictors of
rainfall seasonality (winter or summer), based on 23 populations of P. scabrum. Vertical dashed
lines represent mean LD scores for each rainfall region. Note that there is no overlap between
winter and summer populations on the single LD axis.
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Fig. S3. Pairwise trait-trait relationships among populations of P. scabrum. Bold points and
regression lines correspond to populations means, separated into winter (filled circles) and
summer (open circle) rainfall populations. Grey points and dashed lines show individuals and
within-site trait-trait relationships.
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r = 0.33, p = 0.45

r = -0.78, p = 0.02

r = -0.45, p = 0.25

r = 0.75, p = 0.03

Fig. S4. Leaf area-environment associations between populations of P. scabrum, based on
individuals grown under common conditions. Seeds were sampled from wild populations and
grown in a greenhouse. Climate values correspond to values from sampling locations. (C. Chong
unpublished)
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Table S1. Variable loadings for linear discriminant analysis on rainfall seasonality,
using all four climate variables. P-PET has the greatest influence on LD loading, while
the other climate variables are more-or-less even.
Variable
MAP
P-PET
CVspr
Tmin

LD loading
1.08
-1.50
1.04
1.03
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CHAPTER 3:
Spatial autocorrelation inflates niche breadth-range size relationships in the genus
Pelargonium (Geraniaceae)

ABSTRACT
Species with broader environmental tolerances are expected to be more widely
distributed than specialist species, leading to the prediction of a positive correlation between
niche breadth and geographic range size. This relationship is often evaluated using data derived
from the broad-scale geographic distributions of species. Spatial autocorrelation in both species
distribution data and environments may inflate the strength of niche breadth-range size
relationships, bringing into question the causal relationship between environmental tolerance and
range size.
Using null models, I aim to quantify the contribution of spatial autocorrelation to the
frequently reported relationship between species’ range size and niche breadth. Using
phylogenetic least squares regression, I examined the extent to which variation in range size
among species of Pelargonium is statistically related to temperature and precipitation niche
breadths. I developed null models that randomized the spatial distribution of the climatic
variables, but retained their broad spatial autocorrelation structure. I then tested whether
observed niche breadth-range size relationships were stronger than expected, given spatial
autocorrelation in the climatic variables.
I found the expected positive relationship between measures of niche breadth and range
size, but the observed relationships were no stronger than expected based on spatial null models.
The influence of including spatial structure in simulations was to reduce expected niche breadths
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compared to simulations based on fully randomized environmental variables, resulting in steeper
slopes for the simulated niche breadth-range size relationships.
My results indicate that spatial autocorrelation may positively bias niche breadth-range
size relationships. This bias suggests that previously reported relationships between range size
and niche breadth based on broad-scale distributional data may be, at least in part, artefactual.
Future studies need to explicitly account for spatial autocorrelation, and inferences on the role of
environmental tolerance in driving patterns of species range size variation should be derived in
conjunction with laboratory and field-based experiments.

INTRODUCTION
Identifying the mechanisms governing the distributions of species is a principal goal of
ecology and biogeography (Brown et al., 1996), and this knowledge may play a key role in
assessing extinction risk (Bohm et al. 2016). Central to this goal is determining the factors that
underlie patterns of range size variation across taxonomic groups (Gaston, 1996). Although
differences in environmental tolerance are presumed to play a dominant role in driving
differences in range size among species (Woodward, 1990; Pither, 2003), little is known about
the range of abiotic conditions that species can tolerate (the “Hutchinsonian shortfall”; Hortal et
al., 2015), or the interspecific relationship between tolerance of environmental conditions and
geographic range size. A causal link between environmental tolerance and species ranges is a
key assumption of species distribution modelling and is the basis for predicting species range
shifts in the face of future environmental change (Pearson & Dawson, 2003). Yet, the extent to
which current patterns of range size variation are actually determined by environmental
tolerance, especially at broad spatial scales, remains unknown for most taxa.
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In 1984, Brown hypothesized that species able to tolerate a greater range of
environmental conditions should become more widespread, whereas species that have narrower
environmental tolerances should be restricted to few sites within a geographic region. This leads
to the expectation of a positive relationship between niche breadth (NB) and range size (RS).
Empirical support for a positive NB-RS relationship has been mixed (Brown 1984; Gaston &
Blackburn, 2000). For example, Gregory and Gaston (2000) found no evidence of a NB-RS
relationship for breeding birds in Britain while Köckemann et al., (2009) found a positive
relationship between RS and realized temperature NB in Central European trees. A recent metaanalysis by Slatyer et al. (2013) synthesized 64 studies that examined the relationship between
NB and RS and found that, on average, range size was positively correlated with environmental
tolerance, habitat breadth, and diet breadth across a wide range of sample sizes and taxonomic
groups, supporting the theoretical expectation. Slatyer et al. (2013) also found, however, that
there was significant variability in the strength of the NB-RS relationship among studies. An
important contributor to this variation was the way that NB was calculated. They suggest that an
understanding of the ecological and evolutionary mechanisms that explain both the NB-RS
pattern and its deviations is an important future research goal.
Studies of NB-RS relationships are often based on niche breadths derived from
geographic distribution records, which are often the same data used to determine range sizes, i.e.,
climate tolerances are estimated from coarse-grain climatic layers rather than intensive
controlled environment or field-based experiments (Diniz-Filho, 2003; Slatyer et al., 2013). This
lack of independence could lead to spurious correlations between NB and RS caused by spatial
autocorrelation shared by the variables used to determine niche breadth (Diniz-Filho, 2003;
Boucher-Lalonde & Currie, 2016). Spatial autocorrelation, or the tendency for observations from
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sites close to one another to be more similar than expected if sites were distributed randomly in
space, is often present in ecological data and biases the uncertainty of parameter estimates
downwards (Legendre, 1993). High levels of spatial autocorrelation in environmental data may
increase the occurrence of false positives (Type I error; Legendre, 1993; Lennon, 2000). This
phenomenon has been investigated in species distribution modelling (e.g., Bahn & McGill, 2007;
Beale et al., 2008; Chapman 2010). For example, Segurado et al. (2006) found that spatial
autocorrelation inflates the apparent ability of niche-based species distribution models to predict
and explain species distributions. In addition, if a climate variable is strongly spatially
autocorrelated, a geographic area of a given size will tend to have less climatic variation
(narrower NB) than if the climate variable was not spatially autocorrelated (Fig. 1a). This
phenomenon will more greatly affect species with larger ranges (because they can encompass
greater environmental variation), leading to an upward bias in the slope of the NB-RS
relationship (Fig. 1b). Not accounting for spatial autocorrelation, therefore, could lead to
spurious correlations between NB and RS (Diniz-Filho, 2003; Boucher-Lalonde & Currie, 2016).
The presence of spatial autocorrelation in environmental data challenges the reliability of
the niche breath-range size relationship. At the very least, the signature of spatial autocorrelation
makes it difficult to disentangle purely spatial processes from biologically relevant ones that
could produce a spatial pattern (e.g. limited dispersal). Understanding the causes of the positive
NB-RS relationships among closely related species (i.e., in a phylogenetic context) may shed
light on the evolution of niche breadth, as well as the reasons for inter-specific variation in range
size, and may also help to identify species vulnerable to future environmental change (Bohm et
al., 2016, Sunday et al., 2015). Null models provide a way to test whether observed patterns are
truly causal by allowing us to compare the observed patterns to those generated by complex
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random processes (Gotelli & Graves, 1996). A classic example of this is found in Colwell and
Hurtt (1994), who developed several null hypotheses for testing Rapoport’s Rule (Stevens, 1989)
along latitudinal gradients. Their null models were capable of producing patterns similar to
Rapoport’s Rule, suggesting that geographic constraints (independent of biological causes) may,
to some extent, drive observed richness patterns. In the case of evaluating the role of spatial
autocorrelation on niche breadth-range size relationships, a particularly powerful set of null
models would be based on the generation of randomized environments that capture the spatial
autocorrelation in environmental variables (e.g., Boucher-Lalonde & Currie, 2016).
I investigate range size and niche breadth variation in the recently (c. 30 Ma, Bakker et
al., 2005) radiated plant genus Pelargonium, a diverse genus of c. 270 herbaceous and woody
perennial species that are a key component (c. 200 species) of the mega-diverse flora of the
southwestern part of South Africa. I use species distribution data, derived from extensive
herbarium records of Pelargonium, to generate range sizes and niche breadths for 80 species, and
use phylogenetically-controlled regression to quantify the relationship between niche breadth and
range size. I then develop null models to test whether the observed niche breadth-range size
relationships in Pelargonium are stronger than expected based on randomized climate layers that
preserve the spatial structure in observed climate.

METHODS
Study taxa
Pelargonium is almost ubiquitous across South Africa (Fig. 2), and occupies a wide range of
habitats and climates (Fig. S1), from deserts in north-western South Africa to subtropical regions
in eastern South Africa. It is, however, largely absent from the drier, central part of South Africa.
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Species in the genus also display substantial variation in the sizes of their geographic ranges as
well as in their climatic tolerance, ranging from a few square kilometers to several hundred
square kilometers. The variation of habitats that Pelargonium occupies, coupled with variation in
range size make it an ideal system to examine the effect of spatial autocorrelation on the strength
of the NB-RS relationship.

Species selection and range size estimation
Collection localities of South African Pelargonium were obtained from the South African
National Biodiversity Institute’s PRECIS database (accessible via GBIF.org). Additional
Pelargonium records were obtained from the Harry Bolus Herbarium, BOL, at the University of
Cape Town, and section Hoarea records from Marais (1994). All locality records were carefully
reviewed, and duplicate (identical records from two or more sources) or erroneously
georeferenced (incorrect latitude or longitude, e.g., points in the ocean, or northern hemisphere)
points were excluded from subsequent analyses. To account for phylogenetic dependence, I only
included species present on the most recent Pelargonium phylogeny available (van der Kerke et
al., in prep). I pruned taxa for which there were sparse distribution data - i.e., fewer than 5 georeference points; this low cutoff was used because many narrowly distributed Pelargonium
species are found only at a few locations because they are rare. The resulting phylogenetic tree
contained 80 species (~30% of taxa), representing all of the major sections of Pelargonium
(Bakker et al., 1999, Fig. 2). I divided South Africa into 8-minute grid cells (~18km18km), and
calculated RS as the number of grid cells at 8-minute resolution occupied by a species (see
Gaston, 1996 for alternative measures).
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Climate data
My climatic niche estimates represent the realized niche, as is common in geographical
information system approaches (Peterson et al., 2011). Previous studies have used the range
(maximum minus minimum) of a climatic variable as a measure of niche breadth (e.g. Quintero
& Weins, 2013, Bonetti & Weins, 2014). However, there is a deterministic, positive relationship
between the range and sample size of a random variable (Tippett, 1925). Thus, this measure of
niche breadth will make large-ranged species appear to have larger niches spuriously (Gaston &
Blackburn 2000, Fig. S2). To reduce the effect of sample size bias on my estimate of niche
breadth, I used median absolute deviation (MAD) as my measure of niche variability. MAD is
the median distance between each data value and the median. Climate data for each species were
extracted from climate layers, based on the geographic coordinates of individual herbarium
records. These data were thinned if multiple points for a species were present in the same grid
cell, such that only a single occurrence was counted per grid cell. I characterized niche breadth
for two widely used climatic variables: mean annual temperature (MAT) and mean annual
precipitation (MAP; Fig. 2). All climate data were obtained from Schulze (2000), a climatic
database derived specifically for South Africa. Climate data were processed at the same
resolution as range size (8 minutes), and were centered and scaled prior to analyses.

Null models
I wished to test whether any observed relationship between NB and RS is due to spatial
autocorrelation of environmental factors. Previously, this has been done by randomly shifting or
randomly shifting and rotating (e.g. Sheth et al., 2014; Morin & Lechkowicz, 2013) the species
distributions within a predefined domain (e.g. a country or continent), sampling the environment
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under the new location of the species distribution, and calculating niche breadth. Repeated
multiple times, the procedure generates a distribution of null niche breadths for each species,
while maintaining the sizes and shapes of the species’ ranges. A problem with this approach is
the emergence of a mid-domain effect (Colwell & Lees, 2000) caused by the geometry of the
bounding domain; simulations will tend to place species near the center of the domain. An
alternative approach keeps the species distributions in place, and randomizes environmental
layers beneath them, with niche breadths subsequently estimated from these randomized layers
(Morin & Lechowicz, 2013). This too is problematic because it does not take into account the
spatial autocorrelation in environmental layers, resulting in potentially very large differences
between nearby cells (e.g., placing a grid cell from a desert and a cell from a rainforest within a
species’ range) and leading to overestimation of expected species niche breadths. I circumvent
both of these issues by using a method similar to Chapman (2010) for randomizing
environmental layers, while maintaining the spatial correlation structure within the randomized
layers (spatial null model; Boucher-Lalonde & Currie 2016). Specifically, I maintain the size,
shape, orientation and geographic location of each species’ range and randomly generate
environmental layers that replicate the mean, variance and spatial correlation of the observed
environmental layers.
The expected value of each climate variable was modeled statistically as a continuous
Gaussian Field defined by a fixed effect (intercept equal to the mean value of the climate data
across the data set) and a Matérn correlation function describing how the correlation in climate
between cells decreases with the distance between them.
Corr(𝑑 ) =

1
2𝜈−1 Γ(𝜈)

(𝜅𝑑 )𝜈 𝐾𝜈 (𝜅𝑑 ),
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𝛼 = 𝜈 + 𝑑/2

The Matérn function is defined by two unknown parameters: the scale (κ) and the order (ν). The
order (ν) controls the analytical smoothness of the underlying process (set to 1 in this case case),
where higher values of ν generate smoother functions. The results were qualitatively unchanged
by alternative values of ν (results not shown). The model estimates κ from the data and the range
of the correlation function is then defined as 𝑟 = √8𝜈/𝜅 . 𝐾𝑣 is the modified Bessel function
and Γ(·) is the Gamma-function.
I estimated parameters of the models using the integrated nested Laplace approximation
(INLA, Rue et al., 2009, Lindgren et al., 2011), implemented in the ‘INLA’ package (v0.01485844051, Martins et al., 2013). Once the models had been fitted, I used them to simulate 999
realizations of each of the environmental layers (MAT and MAP). Variation among simulations
was due to the residual variation from the models. Finally, the values for each cell in the null
climate layer were ranked and replaced with the corresponding value (in rank order) from the
observed climate layer to match the empirical distribution of climate variables more closely
(after Chapman, 2010). I extracted expected NB values for each species from each of the
randomized climate layers, i.e. I generated 999 null niche breadth measures from layers that
maintain the spatial autocorrelation in the environment, while at the same time maintaining the
locations, sizes shapes of the species’ ranges. I then calculated regression coefficients of the
observed NB-RS relationships, compared these to the regression coefficients from the 999
simulations of NB for both climatic variables, and evaluated whether observed regression
coefficients fell within or outside of 95% of the regression coefficients generated from the
simulations, i.e., did the observed slopes fall outside of the 95% simulation envelopes for slopes
generated from null models? I assessed observed and simulated NB-RS relationships using
phylogenetically corrected least squares regression (PGLS) to account for the phylogenetic
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relatedness among species. PGLS was conducted using caper (v 0.5.2, Orme et al., 2012). I
estimated phylogenetic signal and regression parameters simultaneously, adjusting for the
phylogenetic signal (λ) in the model residuals based on Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation.
In the absence of phylogenetic signal (λ = 0), the variance-covariance is a diagonal matrix and
the PGLS reduces to an ordinary least squares regression. If there was strong phylogenetic signal
(e.g., λ = 1), PGLS assumed a Brownian motion model.
To test the effect of including spatial autocorrelation in the null models, I also generated
999 fully randomized layers for each of the climate variables (non-spatial null model).
Specifically, these fully randomized climate layers allow me to assess how spatial
autocorrelation affects estimates of NB; I compared NB estimates based on the spatial null
models to estimates derived from non-spatial null models. I also tested whether the observed
NB-RS relationship fell within the range containing 95% of the regression coefficients generated
from these non-spatial simulations.

Spatial null model validation
To assess the ability of the null models to capture the spatial distributions of the environmental
variables, I refitted these models on a random subset of 90, 75, or 50% of cells (training data),
and evaluated, via least squares regression, how well each model predicted the values of the held
out cells (test data). I reran models at each level of missing data ten times, with different training
and test data each time. I then regressed the values of the test data predicted by each of the
models against the observed values of those cells and evaluated the goodness of fit, using
Pearson’s correlations.
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RESULTS
Spatial null model validation
The INLA models including spatial auto-correlation captured the broad spatial structure
observed in both temperature and precipitation layers (Fig. 2f). Model validation results show
that models were able to accurately predict held out grid cells with very high accuracy (r 2 > 0.9,
p < 0.01) even when as many as 50% of cells were held out (Fig. S3), meaning that the INLA
models were able to accurately account for the observed spatial autocorrelation in the climate
layers. Two individual iterations of the 50%-hold out models for precipitation performed
considerably poorer than the other simulations: in both cases, a number of cell values
(corresponding to regions of high observed rainfall in the mountains and the eastern coast of
South Africa) were under-predicted by the model.

Niche breadth-range size relationships
Based on the PGLS regressions, both observed temperature (t78 = 3.46, p < 0.001) and
precipitation (t78 = 5.7, p < 0.0001) NBs were significantly, positively correlated with RS across
the Pelargonium species used in this study. The positive NB-RS relationship between
precipitation NB and RS estimated by the PGLS analysis was greater than 95% of the slopes
simulated by the non-spatial null model (Fig. 3). However, the PGLS regression coefficient for
the temperature NB-RS relationship fell within the 95% simulation envelopes from the nonspatial null model (Fig. 3). Adding spatial dependence to the simulated climate layers shifted the
slopes of the NB-RS relationships from the null models upwards, i.e. including spatial
autocorrelation increased the strength of the simulated NB-RS relationships. As a result, the
PGLS regression coefficients for both temperature and precipitation NB-RS relationships lay
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within the 95% simulation envelopes from the spatial null models. Incorporating spatial
autocorrelation into the simulations substantially reduced the estimates of expected niche
breadths (Fig. 4) with regard to both temperature and precipitation. The mean (± standard
deviation) of temperature niche breadth (MAD) across all species for the fully random
simulations was 0.94 ±0.3, compared to 0.44 ±0.28 for the spatial null model simulations.
Similarly, the mean of precipitation niche breadth for random simulations was 1.02 ±0.32,
compared to 0.38 ±0.3 for the spatial null model simulations.

DISCUSSION
One mechanism thought to be a key determinant of species’ range sizes is environmental
tolerance (Andrewartha et al., 1954; Brown, 1984; Brown 1994), often measured as niche
breadth. I set out to examine whether the observed inter-specific relationships between NB and
RS in the genus Pelargonium were stronger than expected under null models. While I find the
expected positive associations between temperature and precipitation NBs and RS, these
relationships are no stronger than expected when patterns of spatial autocorrelation in the
environment are taken into account (Fig. 3). My results echo those of Boucher-Lalonde and
Currie (2016), suggesting that spatial structure in environmental variables can account for a
positive association between NB and RS. While my results do not rule out the possibility of
environmental tolerance playing a role in determining range size, they suggest that we cannot
unambiguously disentangle the signal of the geometry of species ranges from any biological
process that would cause geographic range sizes to be spatially structured (e.g., dispersal – see
Estrada et al., 2015). Thus, when using the same data to generate range size and niche breadth
estimates, we are, currently, unable to disentangle stochastic and process-introduced spatial
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autocorrelation (Dormann et al., 2007). I suggest that previous inferences of NB being a key
controller of species’ range sizes that are based on models of broad-scale biogeographic data
need to be treated with skepticism.
Recently, several studies have attempted to account for spatial autocorrelation in
examination of NB-RS relationships through the use of null models. For example, Morin and
Lechowicz (2013) generated three different null models to test whether the relationships they
observed between range size and niche breadth were statistical artifacts. Two models attempted
to preserve the spatial structure in the environment; one by shifting the distribution of species
locations, and another by shifting the environmental surface beneath the species distributions.
Similarly, Sheth et al. (2014) generated data for their null models by randomly shifting and
rotating the distributions of their species, while leaving underlying environmental layers
unchanged. Morin and Lechowicz found that the observed NB-RS relationship across North
American tree species was significantly more positive than null models which accounted for
spatial correlation, while Sheth et al. (2014) found the results of their path analyses relating
niche breadth and niche position to range size in the genus Mimulus differed significantly from
their spatially-explicit null models. My models differ from those of Morin and Lechowicz (2013)
and Sheth et al. (2014), because I account for spatial autocorrelation in the environment by
randomizing the environmental layers (according to a spatial model that captured the observed
spatial signal) rather than randomizing the spatial position of species’ ranges. This avoids the
problem of the mid-domain effect (Colwell & Hurt 1994, Colwell & Lees, 2000). BoucherLalonde and Currie (2016), using a null model similar to ours, found that while RS is strongly
positively related to climatic niche breadth for birds and mammals across the Americas, the
slopes of the observed relationships were no stronger than expected based on random, spatially
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correlated climate layers, matching the results I present here. Together these studies suggest that
observed positive relationships between NB and RS could be generated by the spatial structure of
environmental conditions and species distributions, so that the divergences in conclusions among
studies might be attributed to whether they sufficiently accounted for spatial auto-correlation and
the mid-domain effect
By simulating environments using both spatial and fully random models, I was able to
demonstrate the effect that spatial autocorrelation has on estimates of NB (Fig. 4). Because
spatial autocorrelation causes cells that are close together to be more similar, it decreases
estimates of NB, especially for intermediate- to large-ranged species, and increases the slope of
the relationship between NB and RS. Smaller-ranged species will tend to have smaller niche
breadths, regardless of whether the environment is spatially autocorrelated or not (note the
concentration of both spatial and randomized values near zero NB for small-ranged species in
Fig. 4). This effect will be bounded by two extremes: the niche breadth of a species that occupies
every environmental grid cell will be the same as the overall variation in the environment (i.e., a
MAD value equal to the MAD value across the entire environmental layer; ≈1 for the scaled
climate layers in this study), regardless of whether spatial autocorrelation is present in the
environment or not. In contrast, a species found in only one cell will have a NB of zero,
regardless of whether the environment is fully randomized, or if spatial structure is included. In
between these two extremes, spatial autocorrelation will decrease NB estimates. The inflation of
the NB-RS relationship caused by spatial autocorrelation suggests that future studies of NB-RS
relationships based on broad-scale environmental data need to account for it more explicitly. One
appealing approach to this will be to borrow techniques developed for species distribution
modelling (e.g., Dormann et al., 2007; Beguin et al., 2012).
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One factor that I have not considered is the influence of the spatial scale of the
environmental data. Changing the grain size of the climate layers (i.e., the size of the grid cells),
for example, may have a strong effect on the signal of spatial autocorrelation. The effect of
spatial scale may also depend, in part, on which environmental variables are investigated.
Environmental variables will differ in the strength of their spatial autocorrelation as well as how
much they vary over the landscape. Here, I have only looked at two aspects of the niche of
Pelargonium, but many other environmental variables (e.g., soils), may also exert pressure of the
sizes and shapes of species ranges. Nonetheless, I believe that this study represents an important
first step in identifying the effect of spatial autocorrelation on estimates of climatic niche
breadths in Pelargonium. In the future, I plan to include simulations based on environmental data
measured at a range of spatial scales, for a broader range of climatic and environmental
variables.
The broad-scale approach I have adopted here concentrates on species’ realized niches
(Petersen et al., 2011; see also Guissan & Thuiller, 2005 and Devictor et al., 2010). Alternative
approaches like controlled environment or manipulative experiments may offer more direct
measures of fundamental niche breadths and, therefore, be better suited to examining the role of
environmental tolerance in driving range size patterns (Boucher-Lalonde & Currie, 2016).
Support for a positive relationship between NB and RS from experimental studies is mixed (e.g.,
yes – Calosi et al., 2008; no – Gaston & Spicer, 2001). These studies are often limited in their
ability to fully capture the multidimensional nature of the environment experienced by organisms
in the field. Field-based experimental studies, therefore, may be the best way of evaluating
species niche breadths. In particular, reciprocal transplant experiments also provide an
opportunity to test whether species are in equilibrium with their current range limits (Sexton et
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al., 2009; Hargreaves et al., 2014). Equilibrium between environment and range limits is a key
assumption of macroecological approaches that may be especially important for examining NBRS relationships in invasive species, or in the light of recent climate change (Dormann et al.,
2007).
Hirst et al. (2017) combined reciprocal transplant and common garden experiments to
examine the relationship between niche breadth and range size in alpine daisies (Brachyscome
spp.) in Australia. They found mixed support for more narrowly distributed species having
narrower environmental tolerances. While both controlled environment and field-based studies
may provide independent (of spatial effect) measures of species environmental tolerances, they
are often logistically challenging, and so focus on a limited number of species. It would be
infeasible to perform a reciprocal transplant experiment with the 80 Pelargonium species I have
used in this study, for example. What remains unclear is the extent to which broad-scale
biogeographic patterns of niche breadth are linked to experimental and field-based measures of
environmental tolerance. Gouveia et al. (2014) tested the relationships between physiological
requirements and large-scale niche characteristic (niche position and niche breadth) and found
only a weak relationship between thermal tolerance and climatic niche limits. More studies that
link these three approaches are needed if we are to be able to accurately evaluate the role that
environment plays in driving patterns of range size variation and, ultimately, predict species’
responses to future environmental change.
The major advantage of using broad-scale geographic data to evaluate NB-RS
relationships is the ease with which the analyses can be applied to a large number of taxa.
Experimental studies are likely to be limited in the number of species and replicates that can be
included. One way to possibly link broad-scale biogeographic analyses and experimental studies
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is through the incorporation of functional traits (e.g., Kearney & Porter, 2004; Angert et al.,
2011; Sunday et al., 2015). If the environmental tolerances of species with different trait values
could be evaluated under controlled conditions, trait values could then be used to predict
tolerances of species not included in experimental tests. Combining the experimentally predicted
tolerances with broad-scale climate data could be used to predict species niche breadths, while
also allowing for the investigation of the role of other factors in determining species’ niche
breadths (such as biotic interactions, Hargreaves et al., 2014; Kearney & Porter, 2004). For
example, Kearney and Porter (2004) combined physiological measurements (e.g. thermal
preferences and tolerances) and climatic data for the Australian continent with biophysical
models to estimate the climate-based fundamental niche of their focal species. Such an approach
has the potential to provide a mechanistic understanding of environmental tolerance and provide
an understanding of broad-scale NB-RS relationships. Scaling up such analyses to more species
will require the identification of traits that are associated with environmental tolerance, and
measuring their effects under controlled conditions. Predictions from these combined traitbiogeographic models could then be tested using reciprocal transplant experiments.

CONCLUSION
The concept that climate exerts a dominant control over the distribution of species is
fundamental to biogeography, and underlies the expectation that climate change will
significantly impact the future distributions of species (Pearson & Dawson, 2003). I have
demonstrated that spatial autocorrelation may inflate the strength of NB-RS relationships based
on broad-scale biogeographic data, meaning that a positive relationship between NB and RS does
not necessarily indicate a causal link between breadth of environmental tolerance and the extent
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of a species geographic range. To really understand the relationship between environmental
tolerance and range size, progress needs to be made in accounting for the spatial structure in
broad-scale biogeographic analyses. I believe that it is only through the integration of such
studies with other lines of evidence, derived from field- and laboratory-based experiments, that
we will be able to paint an accurate picture of how environmental variation relates to the
geography of species distributions, and gain deeper insight into how organisms will respond to a
changing world.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1. An illustration of the effect of spatial autocorrelation on estimates of niche breadth (a),
and the bias this has on estimates of the slope of the niche breadth-range size relationship (b). I
generated three 100x100 grid cell ‘environmental’ layers (with a mean value of 0 and standard
deviation of 1), using unconditional Gaussian simulations to simulate different levels of spatial
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autocorrelation (c). I also simulated a fully random environment. Spatial autocorrelation was
generated with exponential variogram models using the gstat package. I adjusted the degree of
spatial autocorrelation by adjusting the range of the variogram models, while keeping all other
model parameters constant (note differences in empirical variograms in c). I generated 50
random ranges by sampling expanding blocks of grid cells from the center of each environmental
layer, with the smallest range equal to one grid cell, and the largest range equal to the size of the
grid (10,000 grid cells – horizontal dashed line in a). Note how increased spatial autocorrelation
leads to lower estimates of niche breadth for a given range size, particularly for smaller range
sizes. This effect leads to a bias in the slope of the niche breadth-range size relationship when
smaller ranges are considered, as in (b) where I fitted linear regression models to niche breadth
(measured as standard deviation) and range sizes up to 10% of the maximum possible (1000
cells). It is not unreasonable to expect that even the most broadly distributed species will not
occur in more than 10% of available grid cells. In the Pelargonium data, for example, the most
widely distributed species (P. minimum) occurs in less than 7% of the total number of 8-minute
grid cells in South Africa.
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Fig. 2. The phylogenetic hypothesis for Pelargonium used in this study (a), with colour bars
demonstrating variation in range sizes and niche breadths: MAT – mean annual temperature;
MAP - mean annual precipitation. b) shows the distribution of Pelargonium localities across
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South Africa. c) shows the observed MAT (red) and MAP (blue) layers. d) and e) represent two
example simulations (out of 999) generated from the spatial null models and depicted as maps of
each variable. These maps are based on simulations that maintain the spatial structure observed
in the original MAT and MAP layers. The plots in f) represent semivariograms of all 999
simulated climate layers – the grey lines, while the black lines show the semivariograms of the
observed layers (c) and the two simulated layers depicted in (d) and (e).
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Fig. 3. Histograms of expected distribution of regression coefficients for the relationship
between range size and niche breadth of temperature (MAT) and precipitation (MAP) under null
models that randomized climatic layers while maintaining their spatial structure, or fully
randomized climatic layers. Dashed lines represent the 2.5% and 97.5% thresholds of the
simulated relationships based on the randomizations. Solid lines indicate the values of the
observed regression coefficients.
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Fig. 4. The effect of spatial autocorrelation on simulated temperature and precipitation niche
breadth estimates. Contour lines show the concentration of values from fully random (blue) and
spatial (red) null models. Tick marks on the x-axes correspond to the species range sizes used in
this study. The effect of adding spatial structure to the simulations is to estimate narrower niche
breadths for species and increase the slope of the relationship between MAD and log range size.
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CHAPTER 3 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Fig. S1. The distribution of Pelargonium in climate (annual temperature and precipitation) space
(black) relative to overall climate space in across South Africa (grey). The Pelargonium genus is
almost ubiquitous across the climate space in South Africa. Histogram reflect the distributions of
points along temperature (top) and precipitation (right) axes.
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Fig. S2. Pairwise correlations between measures of niche breadth, range size (calculated as the
number of grid cells a species occupies), and the number of sampling localities used for each
species. TNB and PNB correspond to the range (maximum minus minimum) of temperature and
precipitation values for a species. MAT MAD and MAP MAD are measures of temperature and
precipitation mean absolute deviation. r-values correspond to Pearson correlations and all are
significant (p < 0.05).
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Fig. S3. Results of model validation for temperature (MAT, a) and precipitation (MAP, b)
climate layers. Validation was conducted by holding out 10% (top row), 25% (middle row), and
50% (bottom row) of cells from climate layers. The held-out cells were then predicted based on
INLA spatial models and plotted against the observed values. This procedure was repeated 10
times for each model. Coefficients of determination are the means (± standard errors) from
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across the model runs. Note the presence of poorly predicted cells for MAP in the 50% hold-out
model (b, bottom row), these cells correspond to regions of South Africa with high rainfall.
Symbols in each panel correspond to the iterations of each hold-out model.
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Table S1. List of Pelargonium species used in this study, along with minimum and
maximum temperature (MAT) and precipitation (MAP) values, and the number of
herbarium records used to estimate niche breadths and range sizes.
Species
P. abrotanifolium
P. acetosum
P. alternans
P. anethifolium
P. antidysentericum
P. appendiculatum
P. aridum
P. articulatum
P. barklyi
P. bowkeri
P. candicans
P. capitatum
P. carnosum
P. caucalifolium
P. citronellum
P. cordifolium
P. crassicaule
P. crispum
P. cucullatum
P. denticulatum
P. desertorum
P. dichondrifolium
P. dolomiticum
P. echinatum
P. elegans
P. elongatum
P. englerianum
P. exhibens
P. exstipulatum
P. fissifolium
P. fruticosum
P. fulgidum
P. glutinosum
P. grandicalcaratum
P. griseum

MAT Min.
13.1
14.8
11.8
12.5
15.0
16.6
12.8
11.8
14.8
9.7
11.6
11.6
12.5
12.6
13.9
13.1
17.4
11.6
11.6
12.6
17.9
13.0
12.4
12.1
16.0
12.1
11.6
16.5
15.1
11.7
12.8
16.0
12.2
14.0
12.0

MAT Max.
19.5
19.5
19.7
18.6
20.8
18.9
18.9
18.5
21.5
18.2
18.0
21.3
22.0
19.0
18.3
18.0
19.1
18.9
18.0
18.0
19.7
18.8
21.9
22.0
18.0
17.9
19.7
19.0
18.0
17.4
19.0
21.0
19.0
19.7
17.4

MAP Min.
148
72
126
209
78
115
189
157
78
496
200
155
27
193
137
200
58
134
290
150
45
267
349
27
357
226
185
254
200
150
134
82
112
27
217
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MAP Max.
1017
303
578
1058
545
361
719
545
303
1105
1351
1351
1017
805
702
968
148
1351
1351
702
73
725
1349
382
614
1058
857
461
533
633
742
463
708
343
840

No. of
Samples
251
9
115
26
14
9
176
32
21
41
81
246
134
59
33
145
7
88
116
54
7
66
46
98
33
39
103
7
21
36
84
66
123
63
17

P. hirtum
P. hispidum
P. incrassatum
P. inquinans
P. ionidiflorum
P. karooicum
P. klinghardtense
P. laxum
P. leipoldtii
P. lobatum
P. luridum
P. luteolum
P. magenteum
P. minimum
P. multicaule
P. myrrhifolium
P. odoratissimum
P. panduriforme
P. patulum
P. peltatum
P. petroselinifolium
P. pinnatum
P. praemorsum
P. pseudoglutinosum
P. pulchellum
P. quercifolium
P. rapaceum
P. reniforme
P. ribifolium
P. scabrum
P. schizopetalum
P. senecioides
P. sidoides
P. spinosum
P. tenuicaule
P. ternatum
P. tetragonum
P. tragacanthoides
P. trifidum
P. triste
P. undulatum
P. violiflorum
P. worcesterae

12.4
11.6
14.8
14.6
16.1
13.3
17.4
13.3
11.8
11.8
9.3
11.8
11.8
12.0
10.4
11.6
13.6
13.7
11.6
11.1
11.7
11.6
14.8
13.2
14.8
12.8
11.6
12.4
13.2
11.6
13.1
12.5
10.6
17.9
18.1
14.3
13.3
11.7
13.2
11.6
11.8
13.1
17.2

18.8
18.2
20.0
19.0
19.1
19.4
20.8
19.0
20.1
18.8
22.6
18.9
19.9
20.0
20.7
19.3
18.8
19.1
18.7
19.0
16.3
18.1
21.5
15.2
20.0
17.6
20.8
19.1
18.5
20.0
19.0
19.9
18.6
21.5
21.4
18.0
18.4
18.6
18.3
20.0
17.1
17.3
18.1

135
200
66
368
303
150
58
199
98
149
425
134
115
70
193
165
217
251
226
137
315
245
27
350
78
228
72
251
285
78
378
115
221
27
78
200
117
137
137
116
166
251
267
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1097
1351
303
924
593
367
90
507
382
1035
1334
578
405
861
1147
1351
837
1128
1430
962
685
1430
303
796
303
828
1097
924
828
1058
985
1097
1029
184
117
660
714
633
545
1351
578
406
490

51
83
54
46
15
23
10
26
23
128
316
32
65
466
144
178
124
67
69
218
11
154
102
9
57
64
169
122
68
207
31
84
343
20
7
26
58
124
38
313
17
7
7

P. xerophyton
P. zonale

18.4
12.6

20.8
19.1

78
137

134

136
1097

14
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